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Chapter 7

Gorbachev and the GDR
Daniel S. Hamilton
The German Democratic Republic (GDR) was the illegitimate offspring of the Cold War, in the words of one writer, the “state that cannot be.”1 Even after forty years of separate existence, the GDR never
became a nation; it was never seen as a 1egitimate state by its own
people, by West Germans or even by its own superpower patron, the
Soviet Union.2
The illegitimate nature of the East German regime proved to be an
incurable birth defect. It was also a characteristic that distinguished
East Germany from its socialist neighbors. Unlike Polish, Hungarian
or Czechoslovak rulers, the GDR regime could not fall back on distinct
national traditions or a sense of historical continuity binding its citizens to its leaders. The Finnish diplomat Max Jacobson captured the
essence of the GDR’s precarious position:
The GDR is fundamentally different from all other Warsaw Pact
members. It is not a nation, but a state built on an ideological concept. Poland will remain Poland, and Hungary will always be Hungary, whatever their social system. But for East Germany, maintaining its socialist system is the reason for its existence.3

As J.F. Brown put it, “history has been full of nations seeking statehood, but the GDR was a state searching for nationhood.”4
This lack of legitimacy afflicted the regime during the entire 40-year
existence of the East German state. Without legitimacy, the regime
could never consolidate its internal authority or its external stability.
The imperative to gain legitimacy on each front—at home, from the
West, and from the East—became the driving force behind the regime’s
policies. Yet the requirements to do this on each front were mutually
exclusive. Full legitimacy would have been conferred by the West only
if the GDR had transformed itself into a democratic state, which would
then be relatively indistinguishable from the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG). Legitimacy in the eyes of the East German people would
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have meant the right to travel, to free expression and free elections, and
greater material well-being. These conditions were not only unacceptable to the East German regime, they would have posed a fundamental
challenge to the Soviet Union. Full legitimacy was unlikely to come
from an imperious ally who viewed the GDR as little more than war
booty, the largest chunk of German flesh and soil that the Soviet Union
had been able to command in return for the deaths of untold millions
of Soviet citizens at the hands of the Nazis during World War II. In
Soviet eyes, the purpose of the GDR was to keep Germany divided
and partially under Soviet control, and to guarantee Soviet influence in
European developments.

Brezhnev and the GDR
As the westernmost outpost of the East, the clamp of stability on
the restless Soviet empire, the hinge of Soviet power in Europe, and
the Soviet Union’s most important economic partner, the GDR was
critical to Soviet external and internal policies.5 In the summer of 1970,
Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev made this view brutally clear to Erich
Honecker, who at the time was the heir apparent to Walter Ulbricht,
the GDR’s hard-line leader:
The GDR is an important post for us, for the fraternal socialist
countries. It is the result of the Second World War, our acquisition, obtained with the blood of the Soviet people. I told you
already once before that the GDR is not just your affair, but ours
together ... After all we have troops in your country. Erich, I’m
telling you frankly, don’t ever forget it: without us, without the Soviet Union, its power and strength, the GDR cannot exist. Without us there is no GDR.6

Brezhnev’s discussion with Honecker took place as rifts appeared
between Soviet and GDR assessments of East-West détente in the early 1970s. From Walter Ulbricht’s perspective, relaxation of East-West
tensions, particularly West German leader Willy Brandt’s new Ostpolitik, were dangerous attempts to undermine his efforts to build socialism
at home and bolster the GDR’s position in the East, thereby forcing its
eventual acceptance by the West. His foreign minister, Otto Winzer,
fumed that Brandt’s “change through rapprochement” was nothing
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more than “aggression on felt slippers.”7 Ulbricht stuck to a maximalist
position: de jure recognition of the GDR; an end to West Berlin’s ties
to the FRG; no easing of people-to-people contacts; and a combative
intensification of the ideological struggle to prevent greater West German influence in the GDR.
The Soviet approach to détente was based on a different assessment
of the relative opportunities and risks involved. Economic pressures
and related demands for technological development were pushing
the East toward greater reliance on the West for highly valued goods,
technology, credits and markets. Brezhnev clearly recognized the seditious possibilities inherent in the new Ostpolitik. Nevertheless, the risks
seemed tolerable given Bonn’s offer of de facto recognition of the GDR
and the territorial status quo in Europe. Moscow overruled Ulbricht’s
opposition, yet warned its allies that vigilance was still required. Moscow remained firm in its position that the German Question had been
resolved and reaffirmed the Four Power status of Berlin, which provided Moscow with a lever of influence over all of Germany. The Kremlin
brushed aside Ulbricht’s demand that the GDR have a direct role in
any settlement of Berlin’s status. Some progress in German-German
ties was also in Soviet interests since these developments, if gradual and
controlled, promised to contribute to the political stability and economic survival of Moscow’s key ally in Eastern Europe. The pull of
German-German ties was also seen as a means for the Soviet Union
to seek greater influence over the Federal Republic, less in the sense of
a direct bid for German neutrality and more in terms of anticipatory
compliance by the Federal Republic with Soviet desires related to selected issues, a kind of “preventive good behavior” that might lead to a
less active FRG within the West.
Ulbricht’s continued obstreperousness in foreign policy, coupled
with his assertiveness on matters of Marxist doctrine, in which he presented himself more as teacher than student, rankled the Soviet leadership. His intransigence was even more irksome given that his ambitious
economic program was collapsing and his domestic power base was
unraveling.8 In the end, Brezhnev worked with Honecker to engineer
Ulbricht’s ouster as party first secretary in early May 1971.
During Erich Honecker’s entire tenure as leader of the East German
regime, he would be preoccupied with managing the openness generat-
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ed by relaxation of East-West tensions in ways that could enhance, rather than disrupt, domestic stability. Whereas Ulbricht had been hostile
to détente, Honecker sought to limit its domestic impact while using
the process to advance stability at home, promote the GDR’s indispensability in the East, and bolster its legitimacy in the West. Honecker’s
rule was predicated on the notion that the GDR could manage German division and its own inherent illegitimacy by sustaining a series
of precarious balances: between exposure to the West and insulation
from it; between loyalty to the East and latitude within it; and between
domestic viability and control. What appeared to be a relatively stable,
even rigid, European order rested, in fact, on a number of delicate balances, each of which had to be sustained to compensate for the abiding
absence of legitimacy in the GDR.
Over time, economic ties to the Federal Republic became the umbilical cord that nurtured Honecker’s ambitious domestic economic and
social program. The GDR began to rely on German-German trade as a
stop-gap to overcome production bottlenecks or protect against shortterm economic disturbances. At the same time, Honecker was careful
to reaffirm and strengthen East German ties to its patron power, the
Soviet Union. The GDR enhanced its position as Moscow’s most important economic and strategic ally. The East German economy continued to deliver valuable machinery, chemicals and other industrial
products, and provided an essential military contribution.9 Having
chafed under their second-class status for so long, GDR leaders relished the chance to act as Moscow’s loyal agents, castigating Eurocommunists for ideological deviation, aligning themselves behind Kremlin
policies, and supplying military and technical training as well as sophisticated weaponry to key Soviet clients in the Middle East, Latin America, and Africa.10 In the eyes of the regime, a higher international profile
would enhance the GDR’s prestige and visibility around the world and
at home. Honecker also realized that any latitude he might have to pursue more specific GDR state interests would derive from his utility to
Moscow. Support for the Soviet economy, the Soviet military alliance,
and Soviet global adventures might allow some greater maneuvering at
home and vis-a-vis the West. The more indispensable the GDR was to
the Soviet Union, the more leeway it would have.
These efforts also coincided with Soviet interests. From the Soviet
point of view the very process of détente required a high degree of
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bloc discipline. Although the Soviets had pushed the GDR regime toward a more conciliatory stance toward Bonn in the early 1970s, Moscow remained interested in a status-quo policy regarding the German
Question. The Soviet Union’s principal stance was that the network of
East-West agreements concluded in the early 1970s—the 1970 Moscow Treaty, the 1971 Quadripartite Agreement on Berlin (which the
USSR and the GDR continued to try to apply only to West Berlin),
the treaties between the FRG and its eastern neighbors (including the
GDR), and the 1975 Helsinki Final Act—constituted a “settlement”
of the post-World War II European territorial and political order. In
the Soviet view, these agreements constituted legal and political recognition by the FRG that the German Question was irrevocably closed.
Any attempt to reopen it was ipso facto “revanchism” and a danger to
peace. Conversely, continued adherence to these agreements, as Moscow and East Berlin interpreted them, was a precondition for continued good relations.11
Thus, despite improved West German-Soviet relations and some
initial hopes in Bonn, for years there was no “Soviet card” for Bonn to
play in its relations with East Berlin. Some in Bonn began to argue that
any attempts to pressure East Berlin, even if initially successful, could
prove counterproductive in the long run by destabilizing the East German leadership and unnerving Moscow. Bonn was interested in internal liberalization in the GDR, but not to the point of political upheaval
which, it was feared, could lead to unpredictable and possibly violent
consequences on the front line of the Cold War. Richard Löwenthal
summed up what he called the “silent consensus” in Bonn:
unless there were a major change in the nature and policy of the
Soviet regime that would open the door to basic transformation of
the Soviet bloc in Eastern Europe, no change in the status of East
Germany could occur. Even in that case, the consequence would
be a rapprochement rather than a reunification of the two German
states. Short of such a basic change in Soviet policy, even a major
crisis in East Germany would be most unlikely to provoke active
West German intervention because such intervention would not
only be contrary to the international commitments assumed by
West Germany, but might also lead to its physical annihilation by
the Soviets.12
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The Lull Before the Storm
As the motorcade glided up to the squat black Chancellery building
in Bonn, what from a distance appeared to be a harmonious sea of black,
red and gold circling the Chancellery courtyard was transformed upon
closer inspection into the colors of German division. A hammer and
compass within a garland of wheat, the symbol of East German sovereignty, was imposed on every other black-red-gold tricolor. The flags
hung limply in the wan Rhineland sunshine as the leader of East Germany stepped from his limousine onto a red carpet. The West German
Chancellor welcomed his guest with a stiff handshake and the gray-uniformed Bundeswehr band struck up the anthems of the two states. As the
discordant sounds of German division rang out, the two men standing
uneasily at attention seemed to have become frozen caricatures of the
states they represented: a wooden Erich Honecker, resolute yet conveying a hint of frailty; and a huge, hale and hearty Helmut Kohl.
Honecker’s visit to Bonn in September 1987 was the first by an East
German leader to West Germany. It was marked by a variety of conflicting positions and ambivalent images that appeared simultaneously
to dilute and harden the 38-year-old partition of the country. The man
who supervised the building of the Berlin Wall, the symbol of German
division, was now standing next to a man who held eventual German
unity to be a sacred constitutional and moral obligation. For Honecker,
the visit was a triumphant affirmation that Bonn accepted the sovereignty and legitimacy for which East Berlin had struggled for so long.
For Kohl, the visit was proof that his efforts to deepen the cohesion of
the nation were bearing fruit.
This tension characterized the entire five-day trip. Honecker declared that “socialism and capitalism are as incompatible as fire and water;” Kohl insisted that the “unity of our nation is our goal.” Honecker
evoked the common responsibility of both German states to ensure
that “war never again emanate from German soil;” Kohl gave his visitor
a tongue-lashing about the order given to East German border guards
to shoot on sight anyone attempting to escape to the West.
Despite Kohl’s efforts during the visit to convey the enduring unity
of the nation, the ceremonial honors bestowed on Honecker all appeared to confirm its division. At the same time, Honecker’s strident
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affirmations of this division seemed to be undermined by his visit to his
own dingy Saarland hometown of Wiebelskirchen—a testament to the
very personal ties that continued to unite Germans across the barbedwire border. When Honecker drove to Dachau, one of Nazi Germany’s
most terrible concentration camps, and laid a giant wreath of red roses
before a wall inscribed with the words “Never Again,” he validated the
deep bonds of obligation imposed on both German states by a common
history.13
Honecker’s visit to Bonn in 1987 was the most visible ratification of
the tacit consensus that had come to govern intra-German detente. It
was less a breakthrough than a benchmark of the progress that had been
reached over the 17 years since Willy Brandt’s visit to the East German
city of Erfurt in 1970 had ushered in a new era of German-German
ties. Each German state remained a loyal member of its respective alliance, yet both had built a relatively extensive network of relations
across the Iron Curtain. German-German cooperation had expanded
beyond a tense and narrow tradeoff of East German political concessions for West German economic concessions to incorporate cultural
exchanges and cooperation on energy, environmental, scientific and
transportation matters.
In retrospect, this period of budding German-German cooperation
was but the lull before the storm. Yet at the time, Honecker’s visit was
the most concrete signal yet to most observers that the German Question had been transformed from the issue of reunification in a unitary
German state to the more practical issue of how German-German reassociation might affect the East-West balance in Europe. “The unification of Germany is not on the agenda in the historically anticipated
future,” the Polish government newspaper Rzeczpospolita declared on
the eve of Honecker’s visit. Neither, of course, was the demise of communist Poland. Yet gathering forces of change were to prove the “historically anticipated future” wrong on both accounts, and with breathtaking speed.

The Eroding Pillars
By the time of Honecker’s visit, the pillars of the regime’s rule in the
GDR were eroding. Yet the extent of the damage was not clear to the
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rulers or the ruled. The ascension of Mikhail Gorbachev to power in
Moscow not only unleashed a new dynamic in the Soviet Union, it clarified and accelerated two other important factors shaping the historical
forces at the heart of the Cold War in Central Europe. The GDR, the
Soviet Union’s key strategic and economic partner, formerly the most
active protagonist of socialist conformity in Eastern Europe, quickly
emerged as the strongest proponent of individuality. This dynamic was
compounded in turn by a new, complex triangular relationship between
Moscow, East Berlin and Bonn that transformed the German Question. These currents of change, together with Gorbachev’s own agenda
for reform, produced a voluble potion that was to recast the balance of
European and global power.
The German Democratic Republic, no longer a child of the Cold
War, remained a 38-year old political adolescent. Outward manifestations of self-assertion were motivated by more deep-seated feelings of
insecurity, which in turn were aggravated by a veritable volte face in
the behavior of its guardian power. An excessively intransigent Soviet
Union suddenly became a dangerously reformist Soviet Union. Soviet subsidies reversed themselves into Soviet demands. As the rest of
COMECON slid into economic disaster and the domestic GDR economy began to falter, German-German ties provided the only source of
external relief. At the same time, the GDR could not afford to stray too
far from the Soviet fold, for the limited latitude it enjoyed resulted from
its utility within its Eastern alliance. Drifting too close to West Germany would further erode the regime’s chronically weak domestic legitimacy and forfeit Moscow’s support for continued German-German
ties. While Bonn was supporting the GDR economically, the seditious
effects of détente, marked by increased travel and communications,
had only increased the attractiveness of the West. A relatively cohesive
Western alliance faced an increasingly diffuse Eastern alliance.
While Moscow continued to support East Berlin’s position on the
finality of the German Question, it was undermining it politically and
economically. East Berlin’s refusal to acknowledge, let alone resolve,
the inherent contradiction between its abiding political rigidity and the
imperative of economic modernization was bankrupting the country.
Dealing with detente with the West, glasnost from the East, and disaffection at home required an impossible dexterity in turning the spigots
of power that were at the heart of Honecker’s complex balancing act.
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Gorbachev and the German Question
The deterioration and eventual rejuvenation of Soviet foreign policy was related to a prolonged triple succession crisis prompted by the
death of three General Secretaries of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in less than three years. “I can’t get down to business with
Soviet leaders,” President Ronald Reagan complained. “They keep dying on me.”14
In March 1985 relatively young and highly energetic Mikhail Gorbachev emerged as the new leader of the Soviet Union. He promptly
set out to rouse his country from the lethargy associated with its prolonged leadership crisis. Gorbachev had “iron teeth,” Andrei Gromyko
noted approvingly; the veteran Soviet foreign minister hoped the new
leader would be able to convince audiences at home and abroad that the
Soviet Union was again a dynamic force to be reckoned with in world
affairs. Gorbachev intended to do just that, but hardly in the way Gromyko had expected. One of the new General Secretary’s most significant early acts was to bump Gromyko up to the ceremonial presidency
and thus out of the Foreign Ministry he had dominated for decades.
Eduard Shevardnadze, a Gorbachev ally and a Georgian with little foreign policy experience, was appointed Foreign Minister in July 1985.
Concerned with stagnating economic performance, deteriorating
social conditions and relative isolation in foreign affairs, and buffeted
by pressures from a new, educated, urban social strata that came of
age in the late 1970s and early 1980s, Gorbachev advanced a triad of
reforms in domestic and foreign policy. He initiated a major campaign
for domestic economic and social “restructuring”—perestroika; pushed
for a new transparency and self-critical attitude—glasnost—within the
Soviet state and Soviet society; and proclaimed a “new thinking” in the
Soviet approach to international affairs.
The spectacle of an energetic, reform-minded Soviet leader was a
daily fascination for audiences at home and abroad who had grown accustomed to a plodding and heavy-handed group of old men in the
Kremlin. Yet despite Gorbachev’s vigorous image, the early stage of
his tenure, which lasted until the fall of 1986, was characterized by a
confusing mélange of old and new thinking. On the one hand, he issued
tantalizing proclamations about human rights and human values. At
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the Central Committee plenary in April 1985, for instance, he spoke
out for “civilized relations between states based on true adherence to
the norms of international law.” This was followed by a speech before
French parliamentarians on October 3, 1985 in which he praised Europe as “a cradle of spiritual values” and stressed that the Soviet Union
attributed “greatest importance” to human rights. After his first meeting in November with President Reagan, Gorbachev emphasized that
every people had the “right to choice...the choice of their system, their
methods, forms and friends ... If one does not recognize that, I don’t
know how one can shape international relations.”15
On the other hand, there was continuing evidence of old thinking,
such as Gorbachev’s report to the 27th Party Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) on February 25, 1986, in
which he charged that the main dangers to peace emanated from the
West. Even his toughest rhetoric, however, was modified by references
to global interdependence and the resultant need for cooperative rather
than competitive “peaceful coexistence.”16
Early contradictions were apparent in Moscow’s European policies.
In the fall of 1985 Gorbachev spoke for the first time in public at some
length about the “European House,” an initial indication that arms
control initiatives were to be only the beginning, and not the end, of his
foreign policy reforms, and that for the first time a Soviet leader would
not be reluctant to link arms control to human rights concerns.17 Despite such images of cooperation and isolated pronouncements about
a “socialist commonwealth” and new notions of “socialist internationalism,” it was unclear whether the Kremlin was prepared to risk a fundamental redefinition of its relations with its East European neighbors.
Traditionally, Moscow wanted regimes that were economically and
politically viable but whose policies and domestic systems came under
broad Soviet control. The abiding tension between these two goals led
to periodic eruptions. By the mid-1980s Eastern Europe had entered
a period of economic and political change marked by a conjunction of
destabilizing elements, including economic decline, open social unrest
and the dwindling appeal of ideology, all against the backdrop of highly
uncertain leadership succession issues in various countries. For many
observers, it appeared that the added impact of the winds of reform
from the Soviet Union itself could so aggravate these processes that
things would get out of control. Scholars were comparing Gorbachev
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with Khrushchev, wondering whether he would become so preoccupied with internal problems that he would miss the signs of impending
turmoil in Eastern Europe until it would be too late.18 The optimal
mixture of alliance cohesion, internal autonomy, and controlled opening to the West was quickly becoming the unresolved and ultimately
unresolvable equation in Soviet-East European relations.
Gorbachev reflected this ambivalence. While he tolerated more individual expression of national interests in Eastern Europe and was
careful to stress “their autonomy in their internal affairs,” at the same
time Moscow urged more “efficient” economic integration among
the COMECON states and raised its expectations of East European economies. The resulting push-me pull-you policies promoted
individualism on the one hand and increased demands for tighter
bloc efficiency on the other. Yet economic cooperation among the
COMECON nations remained indifferent. Although the Soviets were
keen on stepping up COMECON integration, the economic interests
of the East European countries led them to look westward. In addition, Gorbachev remained tied to elements of the Brezhnev Doctrine.
In Poland on June 30, 1986 he declared that “socialist achievements”
could never be reversed, nor could this or that country be ripped out
of the socialist community. Any other policy, he added, would mean
“challenging not only the will of the people, but the entire postwar
order and, as a final consequence, peace.”19
In sum, despite a fresher rhetorical approach to differences within
the socialist camp, there was no indication, as 1986 ended, that Moscow would abandon its traditional twin goals of viability and control
in Eastern Europe. While the degree of diversity and experimentation
in Eastern Europe was remarkable by postwar standards, the parameters of permissible political reform and national autonomy ultimately
remained undefined. The “Gorbachev Doctrine” vis-a-vis Eastern Europe had neither been formulated nor tested. While Gorbachev was
clearly prepared to sacrifice some control for greater viability, it seemed
unlikely at the time that he would risk too much in this regard. The
benefits of a somewhat more dynamic Eastern Europe appeared to be
insufficient to risk a revival of such crises as in the GDR in 1953, Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia in 1968, and Poland in 1980/81. And a
serious future eruption in Eastern Europe, so the common wisdom,
would certainly reverberate in Moscow.
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The limits of new thinking seemed most clear in Moscow’s position
on the German Question. Despite rumors and eager talk in the West,
there was little indication until 1989 that “new thinking” would lead
to any Soviet initiative regarding a new framework for the German
Question. Upon entering office Gorbachev did little to change the
Brezhnev position on the closed German Question and general Soviet
foreign policy toward the two German states. There were only vague
and superficial hints of change in the “principal stance” of the Soviet
Union toward the German Question, a position supported fully by the
GDR. During the interlude between Brezhnev’s death in 1982 and the
first two years of Gorbachev’s tenure, the Kremlin’s ties with Bonn, its
major European partner during the heyday of détente, were in the deep
freeze.
Honecker had been acquainted with Gorbachev since the 1960s and
did not believe him to be a radical reformer.20 Gorbachev, for his part,
had been struck by Honecker’s willingness to buck Moscow’s hard line
during the early 1980s with his call for “damage limitation” in the wake
of the stationing of the INF missiles. During their first serious encounter as general secretaries of their parties on May 5, 1985, both appeared
keen to reconfirm their close ties and present an image of unity on
all major issues, particularly on the eve of the 40th anniversary of the
end of World War II.21 Any West German hopes for new flexibility
were quickly dashed by the uncompromising language of the final communique, which stated that both leaders “firmly rejected any concept
regarding an ‘open German question’.” Internally, Gorbachev told his
advisors that while the GDR was “stronger” than the other east European countries, “it could never withstand a union with the FRG.”22
The orthodox Soviet position was so strong, in fact, that Gorbachev rejected Honecker’s plan to visit the Federal Republic, did so again when
the two leaders met in Moscow during the 27th Party Congress of the
CPSU on February 26, 1986, and did so a third time in East Berlin for
the 11th Party Congress of the SED in April 1986. “We were resentful
of his playing games with the West Germans,” recalled Shevardnadze’s
chief aide Sergei Tarasenko.23
First signs of serious conflict between Honecker and Gorbachev became apparent in the fall of 1986. Two weeks before the two leaders
met in Moscow, West German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher had traveled to the Soviet capital to revive the tenuous relation-
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ship between Bonn and the Kremlin. While the West Germans detected no sign of change in the Soviet position on the fundamentals of
the status quo, a new flexibility was apparent in Moscow’s view of both
German-German ties and the West German-Soviet relationship.24

New Thinking
When Honecker arrived in Moscow, Gorbachev made it clear that
he was ready to redefine the West German-Soviet relationship as part
of his concept of the European House. One had to be careful of the
West Germans, the Soviet leader said, but for “peace in the world and
for the development of Europe this triangle of USSR-GDR and FRG
has extraordinary weight.”25 While Honecker was somewhat wary of
the new warmth evident in the West German-Soviet relationship, he
welcomed Soviet efforts to reinvigorate détente, and was pleased now
that it was clear that nothing stood in the way of his visit to Bonn.
The East German leader reserved his harshest words for what he
believed to be a much more significant challenge: glasnost. Soviet artists
and writers were telling their East German colleagues to “overthrow
their generals,” Honecker charged angrily. “Political deviants in the
GDR could quickly use this to their advantage.” He demanded that
Gorbachev reign in such comments. “It is important for us to have to
fight on one and not on two fronts,” he fumed.
The battle had been joined. By the turn of the year Soviet diplomats
were circulating word that Hans Modrow, the SED party chief in Dresden, was considered favorably by Kremlin reform circles and was Gorbachev’s candidate eventually to replace Honecker. KGB Vice-Chairman Kryuchkov visited Dresden in 1987 to discuss reform proposals
with Modrow. The East Berlin gerontocracy was further distressed by
Gorbachev’s pronouncement to the Central Committee of the CPSU
in January 1987: “We need democracy as we need the air to breathe.”
Honecker promptly told Anatoly Dobrynin that what Moscow did at
home was its own business.26
During 1987 and 1988 Moscow sought to recapture the gains of
Soviet-West German detente that had languished during the previous
five years, although Gorbachev was unnerved when Chancellor Kohl
compared his public relations talents to those of Nazi propaganda chief
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Josef Goebbels. Moscow focused on Bonn’s stand on arms control negotiations, seeking to persuade West Germany that it was not in German interest to modernize short-range nuclear weapons. The Kremlin also courted the SPD and the anti-nuclear opposition. During this
period Moscow also focused much more clearly on the potential role
West German trade and investment could play in ensuring the success
of Gorbachev’s ambitious program of economic reform.
The Kremlin made it clear, however, that a “new page” in relations
with Bonn could only be based on the political and territorial status
quo in Europe. Gorbachev clung to the “reality” of two German states
and was not prepared to acknowledge the continued existence of one
German nation, as he indicated in his discussion with German President Richard von Weizsäcker on July 7, 1987. There were two German states with different socio-political systems and differing values,
he said. This was the reality. “What will happen in a hundred years will
be decided by history...No other approach is acceptable.” For the time
being, he warned, “one should proceed from the existing realities and
not engage in incendiary speculations.”27
1988 was the turning point, as Gorbachev himself has acknowledged. When he came to power in 1985, he believed he could work
through the party-dominated bureaucracy to implement his agenda
for reform. But the Communist Party apparatchiks upon whom he was
relying to push through change stood to lose most from it and therefore resisted.28 There was little movement. “By the beginning of 1988,”
Gorbachev recalls, “it became clear that the efforts to implement the
reforms - primarily the efforts toward radical economic reforms—were
foundering on the political structures, on the regime itself, on the prevailing property relationships. That was the point when it became clear
to me that we were in a systemic crisis and that the system itself would
have to be transformed.”29
A shake-up of revolutionary proportions was launched. Gorbachev
and Shevardnadze now went beyond such earlier isolated statements
as “no single party has a monopoly on the truth” and that socialism
had “no model to which all must orient themselves” by renouncing
the Brezhnev Doctrine itself. In a Soviet-Yugoslav declaration in midMarch 1988, both states declared that neither intended to “force others
to comply with its views on the development of societies” and that each
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rejected “any threat and use of force and interference in the or internal
affairs of other states.”30
Behind the scenes, deeds followed words. The Soviets privately
made it clear to Hungary’s beleaguered communist party boss, János
Kádár, that he could no longer count on Soviet support in the event
of a major internal crisis. Kádár was replaced in May 1988 by Károly
Grósz, a Gorbachev admirer who received complete Soviet support for
further political and economic liberalization in Hungary, including the
implementation of a multi-party system.31
At the 19th All-Union Party Conference in Moscow on June 28,
1988, Gorbachev declared that a key element of new thinking in foreign policy was the concept of freedom of choice. “We are convinced
of the universality of this principle,” he proclaimed. “In this situation,
outside imposition of a particular social order, a particular way of life
or a particular policy—by whatever means, not to mention military
ones—is a dangerous rudiment of a bygone age…to resist freedom of
choice means to oppose the objective course of history itself.”32
For the first time Gorbachev spoke not of getting more out of the
old system, but of “radical reform.” Later that year he announced what
he called a “blowing up” of the old political system: freer elections, a
full-time working parliament, more powers to the local councils, or
soviets, all of which were intended to shift power away from the bureaucracy.33
Hungary was not the only country that appeared to be free to pursue
its own course. Reform-minded forces in Poland also gained new room
for maneuver. In September 1988 Nikolai Shishlin, a Gorbachev adviser from the Central Committee, told Le Monde that Moscow had abandoned the Brezhnev Doctrine. The Kremlin, he said, no longer had a
“right of veto” in Polish internal affairs. Other Soviet officials indicated
they would not be overly concerned if Solidarność reemerged. Soviet
reform circles were openly calling for “an evolutionary path between
the neo-Stalinist, centralized bureaucratic ‘socialist’ system in the East,
and the pluralist, social democratic, market-oriented ‘capitalist’ system
in the West.”34
Gorbachev’s ultimate goal was a more humane and productive socialism, not the end of socialism itself. Leading circles in Moscow se-
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riously considered whether an explicit bargain should be offered to the
east European “allies:” in exchange for a pledge by the east European
regimes to remain socialist, Moscow would drastically reduce, and perhaps even withdraw, its military forces.35
A bitter battle was simultaneously underway within the Soviet bureaucracy regarding German policy. For years the Third European
Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, led by Alexander Bondarenko, had been the guardians of Soviet orthodoxy on the German
Question. Nicknamed “the Berlin Wall” by their own colleagues, the
German experts in the Foreign Ministry had made a career out of defending the status of Berlin and Moscow’s rights regarding Germany as
a whole from any and all challengers. “German problems were isolated” from other areas of foreign policy-making, recalled Shevardnadze’s
aide Tarasenko. “They had a special status and were under the authority of a close-knit company” within the bureaucracy. For decades they
had enjoyed a privileged position under the watchful eye of Foreign
Minister Gromyko, who prided himself on his own knowledge of and
steadfastness on German issues, and who did not hesitate to punish
Soviet diplomats who did not toe his rigid policy line in this area. A
further bureaucratic division of labor in Moscow complicating German
policy was that relations with socialist countries, including the GDR,
traditionally fell under the purview of the International Department of
the Central Committee, led by Valentin Falin, former Soviet Ambassador to Bonn.
The Third European Department was “stonewalling on everything,” Tarasenko recalls. “They saw their role as spoilers.” By 1987,
with relations with East Berlin increasingly tense and ties to Bonn still
in limbo, even Moscow’s German experts realized that changes were
necessary—up to a point. They understood better than Gorbachev or
Shevardnadze that the GDR’s economic and political position was not
what it seemed, and that closer economic ties between Bonn and East
Berlin were inevitable to prevent the GDR from slipping into “Polish
conditions.”36 They were eager to open a new chapter in Moscow’s
relations with Europe’s economic powerhouse—the Federal Republic
of Germany. At the same time, they were resentful that East German
insecurities hampered fuller bilateral ties between Moscow and Bonn.
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That there was little serious consideration of any fundamental
change in the basic status quo was made clear by an explosive meeting in the fall of 1987. Upon assuming office Shevardnadze formed
academic advisory councils as a mechanism to discuss unconventional
ideas. Vyacheslav Dashichev, a controversial department head at the
Institute for the Economics of the Socialist World System, was made
Chairman of the Advisory Council for the socialist states. In April 1987
Dashichev continued his heretical ways with a 26-page paper on the
German Question, which he presented to an Advisory Council meeting on November 27, 1987.37 In the paper Dashichev examined a wide
range of possibilities in the future evolution of the German Question,
including the continuation of the two German states; confederation or
unification based on the principle of neutrality; and a unified German
state integrated into the Western alliance. That Dashichev would reject option three right away was hardly controversial. But he unleashed
a storm of controversy by arguing for option two—a unified, neutral
Germany—instead of the status quo. The existing situation was disadvantageous to Soviet interests, Dashichev claimed. It could only prolong Cold War confrontation and the economic burdens of empire.
The real cause of East-West confrontation, he argued, was German
division. As long as the key to the solution of the German Question was
in Moscow’s hands, the Kremlin should use it to unlock new possibilities for a new relationship between Germany and the Soviet Union that
could significantly advance Soviet interests. If it didn’t, he predicted,
unification would occur regardless of Soviet wishes.
Even in the prevailing atmosphere of “new thinking,” Dashichev
had broken a long-standing taboo. He was accused of “political sins”
and all copies of his paper were ordered destroyed. Sergei Tarasenko
commented on the reaction by the senior leadership at the time: “We
heard about his early paper and were in general agreement with his
position, but the basic attitude then was still ‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix
it.’ We were distracted by many problems. We didn’t see that Germany
was broken, and so we didn’t try to fix it. In our gut we knew that sooner or later there would be a problem, but it seemed far enough away so
we were not preoccupied with it.”38
Dashichev persisted in his efforts. In a May 18, 1988 article in Liturnaya Gazeta he presented a comprehensive critique of Soviet Cold War
policies. Blind Soviet adherence to a status quo policy in Europe, he ar-
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gued, was damaging Soviet interests by imposing inordinate economic
burdens on the country and isolating it from the rest of the world. The
Cold War had resulted in an intolerable militarization of Soviet society.
The only way to change this was to change the Soviet position vis-à-vis
the division of Germany and Europe, which was the true source of EastWest antagonism. He again proposed various solutions to the German
question, including a neutral confederation. This was followed by his
highly publicized remark in June 1988 that the Berlin Wall was a relic
of the Cold War and would disappear under more favorable political
circumstances. A virulent response, most likely drafted by Honecker
himself, appeared the very next day in Neues Deutschland, the official
communist party newspaper. Soviet Foreign Ministry spokesman Gennady Gerasimov was forced to disavow Dashichev’s remarks.39

New Winds of Change
As these debates continued, Bonn and Moscow struggled to revive
their own relationship after five frosty years. Shevardnadze visited
Bonn in January 1988 and Genscher visited Moscow in July to prepare
a visit by Chancellor Kohl to Moscow in October.
New momentum was clearly apparent. At the summit German business executives and Soviet representatives signed 16 agreements on
economic cooperation and a consortium of German banks approved a
credit of 3 billion Deutschmark (DM). The two governments signed a
cultural agreement that had been in the deep freeze since 1973 as well
as an environmental agreement that had also been on hold for years
because of persistent differences whether and how such agreements
would include West Berlin. For the first time since World War II the
defense ministers of the two countries met for an exchange of views.
Outside the wintery Kremlin walls the temperature was -6°C, but inside Gorbachev announced that “the ice had been broken.” In advance
of the summit Bonn officials looked hard for signs that Moscow might
be willing to reconsider its “principal position” on the German Question and the situation of Berlin.
During the summit the Chancellor was so insistent on both issues
that Gorbachev chose to respond in public with the toughest of various
responses that had been prepared for him in advance by the Foreign
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Ministry’s “Berlin Wall.” The present situation was the result of history, the Soviet leader declared. Any attempt to “force the pace of events
through unrealistic policies,” he warned, was an incalculable and even
dangerous undertaking.” He did not object to Bonn including West
Berliners in its international activities, but the West Germans had to
realize that “the special status of the city remains unshakable.” Quoting
Goethe, he admonished Kohl that “nothing is as dangerous for the new
truth as old mistakes.”40
Privately, however, there were clearer hints that the Soviet position
was changing. “All the possibilities to overcome the phenomenon of
the ‘Iron Curtain’ have not yet been exhausted,” Shevardnadze told
the West German delegation. Both sides agreed to explore these possibilities in advance of a visit by Gorbachev to Bonn in the summer of
1989.41
Among the East European regimes, responses to Soviet debates on
the nature and scope of perestroika, glasnost, and “new thinking” were
mixed. While Hungary and Poland joined the Gorbachev course, Romania openly scorned the Kremlin’s initiatives, and in Czechoslovakia
and Bulgaria the leadership was paralyzed. For East Berlin, however,
Gorbachev’s calls for reform threatened to undermine the GDR’s very
rationale for existence as an “antifascist, socialist alternative to the Federal Republic,”42 in the words of Otto Reinhold, one of the party’s leading theoreticians. If the GDR introduced reforms a la Gorbachev, it
would lose its socialist identity and be only a poor copy of the Federal
Republic. Under such circumstances pressures for reunification would
grow and the GDR would eventually be swallowed up by its economically more powerful sister state. Hence, the regime felt it had to resist
taking any steps, however, small, down the slippery slope of reform.
The GDR regime differentiated its response to Gorbachev’s triad of
reform by supporting “new thinking” wholeheartedly in broad terms,
while hoping thereby to gain some margin of maneuver, particularly in
German-German relations and to retain some influence over Moscow’s
own Deutschlandpolitik; interpreting perestroika narrowly to mean simply economic restructuring, which the GDR then sought to dismiss by
pointing to the relative success of its centralized command economy;
and rejecting glasnost outright by building new walls to shelter its society from the fresh winds blowing from the East.
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Perestroika and the East German Economy
A key to the GDR’s maneuvering room internally and externally was
how well it could maintain its reputation as socialism’s economic workhorse. Viewed from East Berlin, perestroika looked like a prescription
for disaster rather than a solution to the GDR’s problems. While acknowledging that the Soviet economy was in need of massive reforms,
they denied that this was true for the GDR. “Many of the changes in
the Soviet Union are already routine in the GDR,” Honecker sniffed.43
Kurt Hager, secretary of the Central Committee and chief ideologue
of the SED, presented Gorbachev’s domestic reform policies as nothing more than interior decorating, a cosmetic touch-up for which the
GDR had absolutely no need. “If your neighbor would re-wallpaper
his apartment,” he asked rhetorically, “would you also feel compelled
to repaper your apartment?”44
The relative economic success of the GDR did in fact give the leadership some breathing space, particularly given the quite incoherent
nature of Gorbachev’s own plans for economic reform. The GDR, East
German officials argued, enjoyed the highest standard of living, the
highest economic productivity, the strongest and the steadiest growth
in COMECON. The GDR was the largest supplier of machines and
consumer goods within COMECON. It was the Soviet Union’s most
important trading partner. For most of the other COMECON countries the GDR was the second most important trading partner after the
Soviet Union. The GDR population of less than 17 million produced
more than its 37 million Polish neighbors. COMECON countries
looked to the West, if possible, to secure leading technology, but when
left to their own resources, they looked to the GDR. In fact, GDR
officials argued, the Soviets themselves counted on the GDR economy
to make important contributions to the long-overdue modernization of
the Soviet economy. GDR officials were particularly keen to distance
themselves from Soviet economic reforms also because they found that
Gorbachev’s efforts at COMECON efficiency would chain the GDR
to its uncompetitive partners and drag down east German standards of
living. Thus, while their minimum goal was to limit the impact of the
Soviet debate on the GDR, their maximum goal was to exploit Moscow’s higher tolerance for east European autonomy by diversifying
their economic ties.
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Given this position, GDR officials could be relatively secure that
there would be little chance of Soviet pressure to undergo an East German version of perestroika. Soviet officials confirmed this view. “We
thought Honecker’s position was strong, we were convinced the GDR
was a bulwark of socialism composed of good solid socialists,” recalled
Tarasenko.45 Throughout this early period the new Soviet leadership
still had an unrealistic picture of the GDR’s economic achievements.
Warnings about the real situation from other Politburo members
were ignored. “We were so busy with our own problems,” recalled
Vyacheslav Kochemasov, the Soviet ambassador to East Berlin, “we left
the GDR to its fate.”46
Behind this façade of superior economic performance, however, lay
a grimmer reality. Honecker’s commitment to consumerism and prestige-oriented technology-driven growth had bankrupted the GDR
economy. Growth had eased under the weight of growing subsidies,
sagging investments, flagging productivity and poor export performance. By 1985 the economy had eroded so badly that the regime has
forced to assign up to 55,000 soldiers to work each winter in coal mining, aluminum, and chemical factories even though it refused to ease
up on its high standards of defense readiness. This led to increasing
morale problems and contributed to the inner erosion of the National
People’s Army (NVA).47
The gap between official propaganda and reality on the streets had
become so wide that in 1987 and 1988 the SED was forced to concede
openly for the first time since 1971 a clear failure to achieve the targets
of the plan, even though this had been true for some time and the Politburo had been falsifying the data on a regular basis. For the average
East German, official proclamations of “social rights” rang increasingly
hollow when medicine was unavailable, housing remained problematic,
the wait for a Trabant automobile or a telephone connection was 12-15
years, and social status was dependent partially on who had access to
hard currency.48
Official recitations of the GDR’s economic achievements compared
to its COMECON partners also overlooked one significant fact: for
most East Germans, the yardstick of progress was the alternative German state, the Federal Republic of Germany, rather than any of the
GDR’s Eastern neighbors. Yet despite its position as the most produc-
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tive socialist economy and its favored access to Western technology,
goods and finance through the special German-German channel, the
gap in performance and living standards with the FRG widened steadily. Western estimates at the time consistently overestimated the GDR’s
economic capabilities. Productivity in the GDR was about one-third
the level in the FRG. Per capita purchasing power in the GDR was
at least 60% behind the West German level. Even more significant
than quantitative comparisons, however, was the fact that the growing
number of GDR visitors to the FRG were now able to experience
first-hand the gap in living standards and the possibilities of a modern
social market economy.49
In the face of these massive economic challenges, the regime was
running on borrowed time and borrowed money. By 1987 the GDR’s
net foreign debt had climbed to 34.7 billion valuta marks. Domestic
economic policy had been reduced to managing scarcity and securing
sufficient infusions of quick cash from the West simply to meet the
interest payments on its growing mountain of debt.50
In sum, by the late 1980s much of the Honecker regime’s hardfought internal and external achievements were being undermined by
the GDR’s precarious economic situation. Economic performance was
no longer able to compensate for its lack of internal and external legitimacy. The fundamental dilemma for the regime was that in the new
global economy economic development could not be commanded from
above. Technological innovation, creativity, modern communications
and information flows were essential to the GDR’s own goals of intensive and extensive growth. Yet this presumed a degree of openness and
decentralized authority the SED was unwilling to tolerate for fear of
political destabilization. The regime was caught between the consequences of greater openness as a precondition for competitiveness and
the equally unnerving alternative of stagnation on the front lines of the
East-West divide. In short, economic pressures were directly related
to the political pressures facing the regime, which in turn were being
aggravated by a far more disturbing aspect of the fresh winds blowing
from the East—glasnost.
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Abgrenzung to the East
During the 1970s and 1980s, East Berlin responded rather successfully to West German attempts at “change through rapprochement”
with its own policies of “change through Abgrenzung”—a policy of
carefully controlled opening that maintained the party’s control over
society. Now, in a remarkable turn of events, the GDR’s leadership was
faced with a similar challenge of openness; this time, however, the challenge was coming from its own superpower patron, the guarantor not
only of East Germany’s external security but also of the regime’s internal authority. Bewildered, yet skeptical that Gorbachev’s reforms would
succeed or, for that matter, that Gorbachev himself would remain in
power, Honecker attempted to ride out the storm with a stopgap version of Abgrenzung, directed this time at the East yet derived from the
same fear that unsettling ideas could loosen the regime’s precarious
grip on its own society.
Fearful that its own population might contract glasnost fever, the regime cracked down harshly on internal dissent. It also took active defensive measures to insulate East German society from the provocative
ideas now coming from Moscow. Media restrictions were tightened;
the internal Soviet debate was censored, and the notion of individual
paths to socialism was promoted.
Nonetheless, the mixture of years of détente with the West and now
glasnost from the East was forcing change on three fronts simultaneously—
the West, the East, and from within.

New Thinking and the GDR
Internal retrenchment was accompanied by external activism. GDR
officials sought to compensate for their rejection of glasnost and perestroika at home by embracing Soviet proclamations of “new thinking” abroad, which promised to reduce East Berlin’s military costs and
grant the GDR greater autonomy to advance its interests in the German-German relationship.
The initial focus of Soviet “new thinking” was in the field of arms
control. A variety of new initiatives by Gorbachev reflected arguments
Honecker himself had used in 1983-1984 against Moscow’s hard-line
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positions at the time. Thus, the GDR supported the military security
aspects of “new thinking” wholeheartedly, primarily out of GDR state
interests rather than blind allegiance to the Soviet Union. GDR officials echoed their Soviet colleagues by explaining that the imperative
of “new thinking” in foreign policy was defined out of the “logic of the
atomic age” with the purpose of avoiding a “nuclear inferno.”51 Given
the economic strains facing the regime, one motivation for GDR support for new thinking was to reduce the burden of defense spending on
the economy. Next to the Soviet Union the GDR’s defense spending
was the highest in the Warsaw Pact, both in absolute and per capita
terms and in relation to national income.52
Yet “new thinking” could only extend so far. The regime made it
clear that “cooperative peaceful coexistence” would not erase the dividing line between socialism and capitalism but provided “the framework
condition for peaceful contest between the two different systems and
is, at the same time, the major prerequisite for both sides to exist according to their own needs and to do things their own way.”53 In other
words, such a condition would bolster the position of the GDR as an
accepted member of the interstate system.
The regime had greater difficulties with Gorbachev’s growing emphasis on respect for human rights as the basis for a new international order. East German officials stuck to their traditional position that
peace between societies (read: full acceptance of the GDR) “is the
prerequisite for any human right and its implementation.” In addition, they relativized such political rights as free expression and travel,
placing them on a par with social rights and even vaguely defined be
“cultural” rights. “We do not discriminate between more or less as important rights,” declared Max Schmidt, Director of the Institute for
Politics and Economics. “Any claim to exclusiveness by one side would
be counterproductive, not to speak of attempts to pervert the human
rights issue to a lever of discrediting and eventual elimination of the
system opponent.”54

The Home Front
At the time of Honecker’s 1987 visit to Bonn, it appeared from the
outside that the regime had proven itself able to contain pressures for
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change: it had garnered a more legitimate standing from Bonn; it had
wrested a degree of maneuverability from its superpower patron; and it
appeared to be maintaining its domestic balance rather successfully due
to a combination of repression and carefully calibrated doses of openness. Dissidents were either isolated internally, by being sentenced to
jail or confined to the shelter of the Church; or were isolated externally,
through emigration or expulsion.
Upon closer inspection, however, the overall effect of the regime’s
doses of openness was similar to that of splashing water on a hot stone
in a sweathouse: it only made the atmosphere hotter. Easier emigration, greater possibilities for travel to the West, the rehabilitation of
significant figures and epochs in German history, the greater maneuvering room granted to the Church, and support of “socialist” consumerism were all designed to build down domestic dissatisfaction. Yet
they served to create higher popular expectations that were inflamed by
the regime’s economic mismanagement and ideological rigidity. Thus,
just as the regime was faced with growing pressures of détente from
the West and glasnost from the East, it found itself confronted with an
equally challenging situation at home.
The GDR dissident population, torn between those seeking emigration to the West and those preferring to stay and press for reforms at
home, remained one of the smallest, least vocal, and most isolated in
the Soviet bloc until 1987. Moreover, on the whole east German dissidents continued to seek an “improvable socialism,” whereas most of
their counterparts in other East European countries sought to overturn
it. Gorbachev’s assumption of power in the Soviet Union and dramatic
changes in Poland and Hungary accelerated the efforts of East German
opposition groups to transcend single issue themes such as the environment, peace or the Third World and demand fundamental political
reforms that would lead to “improvable socialism.” “Gorbachev was
our source of hope and we viewed him as a secret ally,” said activist
pastor Friedrich Schorlemmer. “The situation is exactly the reverse of
1945,” noted maverick communist intellectual Jürgen Kuczynski in his
diary on March 3, 1987. “Then at the top close allegiance to the SU
and down below hate in the population. Today at the top true anti-Sovietism, down below enthusiasm for Gorbachev.”55
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By early 1989 a different kind of solidarity had become apparent
within the East German population. Whereas in the past the divergent
goals of those seeking to change the system and those seeking to escape
it through emigration had dissipated the strength of domestic opposition, the two now joined to form a new critical mass of unrest in the
population that started alarm bells ringing within the SED leadership.
East German writer Monika Maron commented at the time that the
realization had slowly dawned that “the Emperor has no clothes, and
the latest fashions from Moscow are simply too revealing.”56
Spurred by dramatic events in 1989, the diverse currents of domestic
dissent that had been gathering force over the preceding months and
years coalesced into the revolutionary movement that ultimately would
sweep the SED from power. Yet these strands of opposition, in and of
themselves, were too weak to be much more than the kindling wood of
revolution. The sparks came from external events. They did hollow out
sufficiently the SED’s claims of legitimacy, however, so that when the
GDR’s external framework collapsed, its brittle interior immediately
shattered.

The Pot Boils Over
Erich Honecker’s thin voice quavered with fury and bewilderment.
“The Wall,” he fumed, “will still be standing in 50 or even 100 years...
That is quite necessary to protect our Republic from thieves, not to mention those who are prepared to disturb stability and peace in Europe.”57
Honecker was supporting his Wall so vociferously because he had
his back up against it. At first glance, Honecker’s shrill defense was
directed at challenges made by Western leaders in January 1989 at the
closing ceremonies of a marathon two-year meeting of the Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). The Vienna CSCE
meeting had just produced an agreement promoting East-West trade
and safeguarding a broad range of human rights, including freedom
of travel and emigration. The Vienna accord pledged the 35 signatory
nations, including the GDR, to “respect fully the right of everyone…
to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his own country.”58 The retiring U.S. Secretary of State, George Schultz, used the
Vienna meeting to issue a blunt challenge to Moscow and East Berlin:
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tear down the Wall. The Cold War would not be over, Schultz declared, as long as the Wall remained standing. It remained, he said, the
“acid test” of improved East-West relations.59
During the Wall’s 27-year existence Honecker had grown accustomed to Western bluster. That was not his primary concern. His
real message of defiance had been directed at the much more palpable
and threatening challenge posed by his own patron power, the Soviet
Union. The long-simmering feud between Moscow and East Berlin
had now boiled over into public. “We didn’t build this Wall—this is not
our Wall,” Aleksandr Yakovlev, one of Gorbachev’s key advisers, declared a few days before. Asked to comment on the Wall, Shevardnadze
said that it was a question for the two Germanys to decide, but hinted
that in Moscow’s view, it was time for a change. “When the Wall was
built,” Shevardnadze ruminated, “there were most likely reasons for it.
One must see whether these reasons are still there.” Oskar Fischer, the
East German Foreign Minister, was indignant. The factors that led to
the construction of the Wall, he snapped, still existed. Shevardnadze
was undeterred. In an expansive mood, he leveled his sights on his East
German ally in his closing remarks to the Vienna conference. “The
Vienna meeting,” he declared, “has shaken the Iron Curtain, has weakened its rusty bars, has torn new holes and sped its corrosion.”60
In response to Yakovlev’s remarks, SED Politburo member Werner
Krolikowski sniffed that he “never listened to Yakovlev in his life and
wasn’t about to now.” His colleague Günter Schabowski, himself married to a Russian, proclaimed to anyone who would listen that “everything the Russians do is nothing but manure and cheese.” Given
Gorbachev’s embattled position at home and the sluggish progress of
perestroika, Honecker remained skeptical that the Soviet leader would
remain in power. He continued to pin his hopes on Gorbachev’s conservative opponents in the Politburo while rejecting any suggestion
that the GDR itself was in need of fundamental reforms.
One year earlier the Honecker regime had agreed to grant its citizens a right to apply to leave the GDR. This was not the same as agreeing to the right to leave, and authorities could still decide whether to
approve an application. Such a step was part and parcel of Honecker’s
Abgrenzung policies—limited concessions that remained under state
control. By the time of the CSCE Vienna meeting in January 1989,
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however, this limited step was insufficient, and the GDR came under
pressure from both East and West to sign the Concluding Document.
Honecker was intent on circumventing such pressures.
Honecker’s brazen attitude was on full display in a private meeting
on January 5, 1989 with Yuri Kashlev, the head of the Soviet CSCE delegation. The GDR could not accept two points in the final draft of the
Vienna document, Honecker said. The first dealt with granting CSCE
observer groups access to average citizens. “We all know what is concealed behind so-called Helsinki observer groups,” Honecker declared.
“This would mean legalization of counterrevolutionary activities.” The
second point was a clause that would further legitimize West German
demands that the minimum daily currency exchange requirement be
abolished. The GDR would not veto the final document, Honecker
told his guest, but if these two points were not dropped, Kashlev was
asked to convey to “comrade Gorbachev that the GDR would not honor the two points.” The GDR, he reminded his guest with more than a
hint of Schadenfreude, was a “quiet island” compared to Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Lithuania, Azerbaijan, Armenia and Georgia.61 Stasi chief Erich Mielke ordered his colleagues to block implementation of the Concluding Document wherever possible.62
During the first four years of Gorbachev’s tenure, Moscow had
tolerated Honecker’s obstreperousness for various reasons. First, the
GDR’s role as Moscow’s leading economic partner played an important
role in Gorbachev’s own calculations for reform in the Soviet Union.
Second, the GDR’s critical position as one of two German states on the
front lines of the ideological divide and the clamp of stability on a more
fluid, fragmented Soviet empire imposed some caution on impulsive
reformers. Third, the GDR remained a powerful symbol among the
Soviet people of the Soviet victory over German fascism. Fourth, Gorbachev continued to be preoccupied with his reform efforts at home.
Finally, Gorbachev and Shevardnadze did believe in and adhered to the
policy of non-interference they had been proclaiming.
As 1988 came to an end, however, so did Soviet patience. The Wall
and the man who built it were becoming embarrassing anachronisms
in the age of glasnost and perestroika; they were damaging the credibility of Gorbachev’s entire program of reform. Gorbachev was anxious to move ahead with a new approach to international relations that
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had little room for walls of concrete and barbed wire, automatic guns,
and shoot-to-kill orders. “We felt we could not hinge our policy on
Honecker,” recalled Shevardnadze’s key aide Sergei Tarasenko. “He
would be a passing leader. We were ready to proceed in our own way
whether it pleased him or not.”63
In his speech to the United Nations on the morning of December
7, 1988, Gorbachev declared that in an age of global mass communications, “the preservation of any kind of ‘closed’ society is hardly possible.” Then, in a signal about Soviet intentions toward Eastern Europe,
Gorbachev declared that “all of us, and first of all the strongest of us,
have to practice self-restraint and totally rule out any outward-oriented use of force.” He went on to say that “the principle of freedom of
choice is a must” for all nations, a universal principle that “knows no
exceptions.” In other words, East European regimes could no longer
rely on Soviet military intervention to keep them in power. They would
be responsible for sustaining their own legitimacy and viability. To underscore his position, Gorbachev issued a stunning announcement: the
Soviet Union would undertake massive unilateral military cuts, including the withdrawal of 6 tank divisions and other forces from the GDR,
Czechoslovakia and Hungary, which amounted to about 10% of Soviet
armed forces and much higher percentages of the most threatening
Soviet forces in Central Europe.
These cuts had been under discussion in Moscow for more than a
year between Gorbachev and his military establishment. Earlier that
year, in a Warsaw Pact meeting in July, Gorbachev had proposed a unilateral cutback of 70,000 men in the GDR, Czechoslovakia and Hungary, but the proposal was blocked by those regimes. That same month
the Soviet General Staff was instructed to begin work on a bigger cutback. Several events during the fall, including a September shakeup in
the Politburo in which the influence of the conservatives was reduced,
were important in making the cutbacks possible.64
In Moscow’s secondary elite, the debate over German policy continued. At the end of 1988 Vyacheslav Dashichev was invited to make
a brief presentation to the Central Committee’s senior advisers on
European policy. He repeated his heretical position that the division
of Germany hurt, rather than helped, Soviet interests. Valentin Falin,
Chief of the International Department of the CPSU Central Commit-
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tee, exploded with rage, shouted that the Cold War had been unleashed
by the United States, began a rambling response and then abruptly left
the room.65
Dashichev refined his views in a paper dated April 18, 1989 that was
presented to Shevardnadze and most likely also read by Gorbachev.
The East-West confrontation had damaged the Soviet Union badly, he
argued, and could not be overcome without a solution to “the German
Question.” Dashichev criticized the “ideological primitivism” of the
GDR regime, based as it was “on force against its own population,”
and derided Honecker’s assertion that the Berlin Wall would still be
standing in 100 years as “absurd.” Only radical reforms could bring
the GDR out of the dead end in which it now found itself. This would
lead to a “revolutionary rapprochement between both German states”
and thereby “defuse the German question” which could “open prospects for the creation of a confederation of both German states...or
a unification on the condition that the security of all the countries of
Europe would be guaranteed. One cannot conceive of a common European home without overcoming the division of Germany in its present
form,” he concluded, although he added a cautionary note: “It is very
important that this process take place under conditions of internal and
external stability.”66

Lightning Strikes
By 1989, a mutually reinforcing confluence of accelerating change
abroad and deepening disillusionment at home was transforming the
East German situation fundamentally. Cumulative changes emanating
from the West, the East and at home were causing the triple high wire
upon which Erich Honecker had conducted his delicate balancing act
for eighteen years to wobble badly. During the mid-to-late 1980s the
Soviet tides of change in particular had been carving channels in which
the issues at the heart of the Cold War in Europe were now flowing
with gathering speed. The quickening pace of events was creating its
own dynamic, generating a heady sense of anticipation that was soon to
transfix, and ultimately transform, the continent.
Anticipatory gusts began to blow in from Poland and Hungary.
Despite seven years of suppression by Poland’s martial law regime,
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Solidarność retained its resonance throughout Polish society. General
Jaruzelski’s regime, buffeted by gales of economic crisis and political
illegitimacy, initiated discussions with Solidarność leaders in early February. Arduous roundtable talks followed, resulting in legalized status
for Solidarność in April. The communists agreed to free elections for a
new upper house of the Polish parliament, on the condition that they
and their traditional parliamentary allies would continue to control the
more powerful lower house.67
The Hungarian path of reform, in contrast to that in Poland, had
been charted by the party itself. These efforts had progressed far enough
that on February 11 the Hungarian Central Committee endorsed, with
Soviet approval, the idea of a multiparty system. On March 14, the
Hungarian government took a little noticed yet fateful step by becoming the first East European state to accede to the 1951 Geneva Convention and 1967 Protocol relating to the status of refugees (under which
states agreed not to expel refugees or return them to their homeland if
they would face persecution there). The Protocol obligated Hungary,
alone in the East bloc, not to force refugees to return home. On May 2,
Hungarian soldiers began to tear down the twin barbed wire fences and
electronic fortifications along Hungary’s 260 km border with Austria.68
By the end of the year, the government announced, the Iron Curtain
between Austria and Hungary would completely vanish.
These actions unnerved East Berlin, which had signed a treaty with
Budapest in 1968 that committed each country to prevent each other’s
citizens from crossing into a third country without specific permission
from the home government. In their discussions with East German officials, the Hungarians downplayed the significance of these steps. The
actions were intended only to build down the more inhumane aspects
of the border installations, Budapest argued. Hungarian officials continued to prevent east Germans from fleeing to Austria. But this was
an untenable long-term position, and the reformist leaders in Budapest
knew it.
The GDR leadership clearly underestimated the magnitude of the
Hungarian action. Honecker preferred to focus on the annual spectacle of hundreds of thousands of East Germans marching for socialism
during the traditional May 1 parades than on the increasingly real prospect that those same masses, given the opportunity, would turn their
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backs on socialism in a flash, risking their livelihoods and even their
lives in a headlong dash through the now-porous Hungarian border to
the West.
There were also darkening clouds at home. The first thunder claps
were heard in Leipzig on January 16 and again on March 13, when
hundreds of young people protesting the right to free expression and to
emigration took to the streets after regular peace services in the Nikolai
Church. Throughout the spring, the Stasi provided the leadership with
an unvarnished picture of popular concerns: housing and infrastructure
problems, environmental damage, an overbearing bureaucracy, consumer shortages, problems with drinking water, limited opportunities
to travel. Even “progressive” (i.e. loyal party) forces, it was reported,
were concerned that “the general mood among broad segments of the
population has noticeably deteriorated.”69 Rather than acknowledge
the need to introduce reforms, however, the regime stepped up its
means of reprisal.70
Lightening finally struck on May 7 when independent monitoring
groups produced hard evidence that local elections had been manipulated by the regime. Instead of backing down, the regime responded
with a new crackdown. Over one hundred protesters were detained in
Leipzig. Yet this only fanned popular outrage. Over five hundred people demonstrated in Leipzig on May 8 to protest the elections and the
detentions of the previous day. A subsequent demonstration scheduled
for June 7 in East Berlin was disrupted by state security forces. In a sign
of growing sophistication and organization, the demonstrators quickly regrouped and arranged services the next day in the Gethsemane
Church that attracted 1,500 people.71 The communal elections made
clear that popular dissatisfaction had reached broadly throughout the
population and the people were losing their fear. Popular outrage over
the elections had infused new life into the opposition groups. By June
1, over 160 opposition groups—most of them still weakly organized—
existed throughout the GDR.72
The polarization of the East German internal scene was sharpened
further by external developments in June as a cascade of unprecedented events hammered the ideological foundations of the communist
world. The stark contrast between the situation in the GDR and in
neighboring Poland was brought home on June 4, when pro-Solidarność
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candidates won overwhelming victories in elections for the Polish Parliament. In Hungary, roundtable talks between regime and opposition
were about to begin. On June 27, the Hungarian and Austrian foreign ministers gathered near Sopron to cut away the border of barbed
wire separating their two countries—a symbolic act opening the Iron
Curtain. On the other side of the world, the Chinese army launched a
bloody suppression of a peaceful student demonstration in Tiananmen,
Beijing’s Square of “Heavenly Peace.”

The Open Wound
For the Honecker regime, the seemingly inexorable moves in Poland and Hungary toward democracy and pluralism raised the spectre
of encirclement and isolation by reformist states. The SED Central
Committee responded by denouncing the changes in Hungary, lashing
out at Dresden party chief Modrow, who had been drawing greater
domestic and international attention as the one prominent reformer
within the party, and moving energetically to form a rejectionist front
by forging closer ties with reactionary communists in Czechoslovakia,
Romania, China and Albania. On June 8 Egon Krenz offered a resolute defense of the Tiananmen Square massacre, and the East German
parliament approved an official statement supporting the actions of the
Chinese government. This was followed on June 19 by an official visit
by Foreign Minister Oskar Fischer to isolated hard-line Albania, the
first visit of a Warsaw Pact foreign minister to Albania since it broke its
alliance with Moscow in 1961.
The frosty relations between East Berlin and Moscow stood in stark
contrast to the thaw evident in relations between Moscow and Bonn.
Honecker was now not only being challenged by Gorbachev directly regarding the nature and development of socialism, he feared being outflanked by an improved Soviet-West German relationship that
might sacrifice East German interests. Such fears were fanned by intense speculation inside and outside of Germany that Gorbachev would
soon signal a dramatic turn in Soviet policy on the German Question.
Expectations of such a change were heightened by Gorbachev’s state
visit to the Federal Republic in June. The visit heralded a new stage
of Soviet Deutschlandpolitik that aimed to strengthen Soviet ties to the
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Federal Republic, Europe’s economic dynamo and Moscow’s most important Western economic partner.
In anticipation of Gorbachev’s visit to Bonn, West German officials
conducted intense discussions with their Soviets counterparts in an effort to win Soviet endorsement of a common document that would lock
in earlier Soviet statements about self-determination, human rights,
and freedom of choice. The Joint Declaration of the two states, signed
by Gorbachev and Kohl on June 13, did in fact reflect elements of new
thinking and fundamental principles of the Western community of values. In addition to the aim of securing peace, both states affirmed the
“right of all peoples and states to freely determine their destiny.” Both
states described their “primary task” as “overcoming the division of
Europe,” a goal to be reached through the construction of “a European
Peace Order, a common European home in which the USA and Canada
also have their place.” The building blocks of a new “Europe of Peace
and Cooperation” included “unconditional observance of...peoples’
right to self-determination” and “realization of human rights.” Kohl,
beaming with delight, called it a “sensational” accord.73 The Soviet
Union had endorsed the right to self-determination—which the West
Germans had always declared to be the core of the German Question—
in an official declaration together with the Federal Republic.
In his meetings with Gorbachev, Kohl used the pledges inherent
in the Declaration to press his guest on the German Question. German partition remained an “open wound,” he declared. “The feeling
of belonging together is unbroken among Germans in east and west.”
At their October 1988 encounter in Moscow, Gorbachev had sharply refuted Kohl’s references to the German Question. The division of
Germany was a product of a specific history, Gorbachev had said, and
to change it at that time would be “an unpredictable and even dangerous undertaking.” This time he was less categorical. While cautioning
against deepening existing difficulties and alluding to “certain realities”
and “obligations,” he observed that “nothing is eternal in this world,”
and said that the Berlin Wall could be removed as soon as the conditions that had led to its construction no longer existed. “I do not see
a particularly big problem here,” he added.74 During the entire visit
Gorbachev mentioned the GDR, his most important strategic and economic partner, only peripherally.
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These intriguing new turns were balanced by more familiar statements on Berlin and on state sovereignty. While the visit did not result
in any breakthroughs on the German Question, there were clear signs
that major Soviet rethinking was under way. While Soviet Foreign Ministry officials continued to reiterate the dangers of a new German Reich,
others, particularly those close to Gorbachev and Shevardnadze, were
expressing different views. They spoke of Soviet interests being better
served by a “reassociated” Germany tightly integrated into a broader
European political and economic community than by the maintenance
of an artificial division of Europe in which one German state remained
threatened by chronic domestic upheaval.75
The GDR regime was acutely sensitive to the Gorbachev visit. Officials avoided any reference to “self-determination.” The East German media featured the distant Chinese crackdown on dissent far more
prominently than the Gorbachev visit next door.
In subsequent weeks Gorbachev reaffirmed the principles to which
he had agreed in Bonn despite vigorous objections by hardline states.
At a tense meeting of the political advisory committee of the Warsaw
Pact, Romania called for military intervention to suppress the reforms
in Poland. In the end, however, reformist forces carried the day. On
July 7, the Warsaw Pact joined Gorbachev in a public repudiation of
the Brezhnev Doctrine: “Any interference in internal affairs, any attempt to restrict the sovereignty of states, whether by friends and allies
or other states, is unacceptable.”76 The hardliners went home in disarray, but the battle was not over.
Meeting Shevardnadze in Paris on July 29, U.S. Secretary of State
James Baker said that U.S. support for the reform process in Poland
and Hungary was not an attempt “to create problems for the Soviet
Union.” Serious problems would arise, however, if Moscow were to
use force to stop the development of peaceful change. U.S. officials
were particularly keen to ascertain the Soviet threshold of tolerance
should the East German state start hemorrhaging. Shevardnadze answered U.S. concerns in Paris and in a subsequent meeting in September with Secretary Baker in Jackson Hole, Wyoming by stating that the
use of force to stop the reforms in Eastern Europe “would be the end
of perestroika.” He insisted that these reforms were not a threat. “The
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pace, the movement, the process” in those countries was up to them,
Shevardnadze told Baker.77
Despite these momentous changes and hints of more to come, consensus opinion among experts in and out of governments in East and
West was that neither the GDR nor the Soviet Union could afford
my fundamental change in their “principal stance” toward the German
Question. While Washington and Bonn welcomed the pronouncements ostensibly undermining the Brezhnev Doctrine, Gorbachev’s
rhetoric had not been put to a practical test, and some skeptics wondered whether the GDR might be exempt from such proclamations.
The end of the Wall, so the mainstream argument, would shatter the
modicum of domestic legitimacy garnered painfully by the GDR regime over the past 40 years and immediately question communist rule.
The GDR was the keystone of the Warsaw Pact, the chief economic
and strategic partner of the Soviet Union. Its disruption, it was argued,
would accelerate the destabilizing elements already discernible in the
East and ultimately deal a shattering blow to the Soviet system itself—
certainly an unacceptable consequence even for Gorbachev. Thus, evidence of Soviet and East German “new thinking” in various areas of international affairs, particularly security relations, had not yet extended
to the core issues at the heart of the German Question, nor, did it seem
to most analysts at the time, was there much prospect of this occurring
in the foreseeable future. U.S. views were conveyed through an editorial in the Washington Post:
If there is anything that could incite Soviet military intervention,
it would be instability in East Germany. That’s why there is a tacit but powerful agreement among Western politicians and governments, including the West Germans, that for the present East
Germany’s status needs to remain as it is.78

This “tacit agreement” actually extended much further, embracing
most of the east German opposition and the Moscow reformists as well.
All had pinned their hopes on a gradual, stable East German evolution
toward “improvable socialism.” Georgy Shakhnazarov, Gorbachev’s
chief advisor on Eastern Europe, said that the Poles and Hungarian
could “do what they want,” but that the GDR was “a special case,”
although not one that Gorbachev would have to worry about anytime
soon.
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Most East German dissidents agreed. “The Wall seemed stable,”
recalled Friedrich Schorlemmer. That summer, at a German-German
forum on the “European House,” he said, “I don’t believe it appropriate to erect a pan-German room in this house, but rather two rooms
separated by a sliding door. I see our chance in speaking with one voice
while remaining in two states.”79
There was also no indication that any leading West German politician believed that the division of Germany could soon be ended. While
Kohl and the CDU remained committed to reunification as a declaratory principle, it was not part of operational policy.80
Skeptics could also point to the lack of a reformist faction within the
upper echelons of the SED. Some leadership changes were thought
possible at the next party conference, which had been brought forward
from 1991 to May 1990, but when Honecker finally did depart the
scene, the likelihood seemed great that he would be replaced by an East
German Chernenko, not an East German Gorbachev.
Finally, most Western leaders harbored deep doubts whether Gorbachev would remain in power. The CIA reported in May 1989 that the
Soviet situation was so volatile that Gorbachev had only a 50% chance
of surviving the next few years unless he stepped back from his reform
policies. Given his tenuous situation it was practically inconceivable
that he would be prepared to sacrifice East Germany. According to this
broad consensus, any overt moves by the West toward reunification, or
any attempt by the East to impose a “Chinese solution” on domestic
unrest would represent an intolerable exacerbation of tensions on the
most sensitive border in the world.
“Almost everyone agrees to that prudent proposition,” the Washington Post commented, “except, of course, the people who live in east
Germany.” The challenge was to find ways to accommodate “these entirely legitimate aspirations of the East Germans without bringing in
the Soviet tanks.”

The Make-Or-Break Point for the Brezhnev Doctrine
By August the situation in the GDR was transformed dramatically
by a series of synergistic developments. Honecker had collapsed at the
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Warsaw Pact Summit in July, underwent gall bladder surgery and was
not to return in any significant way until September. With the advent
of summer vacation, the trickle of East Germans who had been escaping via Hungary’s open border turned into a gushing stream. Hundreds
of would-be emigrants jammed West German missions in Budapest,
Warsaw and Prague, forcing them to close their doors. East German
dissenters were emboldened to emerge from the shelter of the Church;
there was a sudden proliferation of independent opposition groups
throughout the GDR.
These developments were being monitored carefully in Moscow.
Valentin Falin told Soviet political leaders in mid-August that the SED
leadership itself was to blame for the growing exodus, and that it was
“powerless and perplexed” as its citizens continued to leave. He warned
that popular dissatisfaction “will, in a relatively short time—by spring
of next year at the very latest—lead to mass demonstrations which
would be very difficult to control.”81
The emergence of a Solidarność-led government in Poland in late
August was the make-or-break point for the Brezhnev Doctrine, the
real-life challenge that would test Gorbachev’s rhetoric of reform.
Hard-line communist resistance still could have prevented the formation of a non-communist government.
Eduard Shevardnadze was vacationing on the Black Sea. His aide,
Sergei Tarasenko, had received an urgent early morning call from Moscow and relayed the message to the foreign minister, who was sunning
himself on the beach. Romania’s Ceausescu was demanding decisive
military action against Solidarność, and was offering to host an emergency Warsaw Pact meeting to approve the intervention. “Others,” he
said, shared his view. For the next few hours Shevardnadze and his close
aides sat on the beach and discussed the situation. There would be no
intervention, Shevardnadze declared. The Polish predicament could
not be resolved by military force. But “from now on” Moscow would
have to accept the consequence of losing eastern Europe.82
Ceausescu’s demands were rebuffed. On August 22 Gorbachev spent
40 decisive minutes on the telephone urging Polish Communist Party
first secretary Mieczysław Rakowski to convince his comrades to join
the Solidarność-led government in the interest of national unity.83
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The emergence of a non-communist government in Poland further
accentuated the GDR regime’s problems. Whereas the communist
Polish government had been circumspect in its commentary on the internal situation in the GDR, members of the new government headed
by Tadeusz Mazowiecki openly urged the GDR to undertake reforms.
Mazowiecki and Foreign Minister Krzysztof Skubiwszewski remained
relatively cautious in their approach toward the issue of German unification, but other leading members of Solidarność, such as Bronislaw
Geremek, Adam Michnik and Lech Wałęsa, took a much more positive
attitude, arguing that it would be hard to deny the Germans the very
right of self-determination that Solidarność had been fighting for in Poland. By mid-October Wałęsa was calling the division of Germany “illogical” and stated that it could be overcome through the reunification
of Europe.84
Statements such as these galvanized the east German opposition and
sent a shudder of anticipation through the populace. As a 35-year-old
worker exclaimed, “Think of Solidarność. Back then we never would
have thought that they would accomplish anything. Now they’re sitting
in the government. Watch out, now it’s going to happen here.”85

“The Most Difficult Decision of My Life”
The next dramatic development came when Hungarian Prime Minister Nemeth and Foreign Minister Gyula Horn, after meeting secretly in late August with Kohl and Genscher in Bonn, decided that
on September 10 they would break Hungary’s treaty with the GDR,
which pledged that Hungary would return East Germans attempting
to escape to the GDR, and open permanently its western border to
the East Germans. “It was the most difficult decision of my life,” Horn
recalled.86 He flew to East Berlin on August 31 to deliver the news.
GDR Foreign Minister Oskar Fischer stammered that Horn was blackmailing the GDR and accused him of “treason.” Horn called Fischer a
“blockhead” and flew back to Budapest.87
The Hungarian decision was doubly significant due to the lack of
Soviet reaction. Before making his fateful decision, Horn had asked his
deputy minister, László Kovács, to sound out the Soviet reaction should
Hungary let the East Germans go. “We didn’t specify, but we hinted,”
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said Kovács. “The Soviets did not object.”88 Horn in fact waited to inform the USSR until the day before the action was taken. The GDR, of
course, had informed the Soviets earlier. But the Soviets swung behind
the Hungarian decision. Furious GDR attempts to call an emergency
Warsaw Pact meeting fell apart due to Soviet reluctance.89
The GDR regime’s cataleptic response to these developments was
not only due to intransigence or old age. It also reflected a lack of viable
options. Otto Reinhold, one of the SED’s chief theorists, defined the
true dilemma succinctly:
The key question…is what one might call the socialist identity of
the GDR. In this question it is quite obvious that there is a fundamental difference between the GDR and other socialist countries.
They all had already existed as states with capitalist or half-feudal
orders before their socialist transformation. Their statehood was
therefore not primarily dependent on the societal order. This is
not so for the GDR. It is only conceivable as an antifascist, as a
socialist state, as a socialist alternative to the FRG. What right to
exist could a capitalist GDR have next to a capitalist FRG? None,
of course.90

According to this definition of East German identity, which was
shared by many regime leaders, any true reforms, however well intentioned, would mean the beginning of the end of the GDR. Even in its
40th year of existence, the GDR continued to draw its identity from
the confrontation with the political, economic and social system of the
FRG. This had always been fragile. In the wake of the dramatic changes in the Soviet Union, Poland and Hungary it had become even more
so. The Politburo’s inflexibility could thus not be attributed solely to
incompetence or senility: it went to the heart of the GDR’s very existence as a state. “Socialism in the colors of the GDR,” said Reinhold,
was “an essential expression of our national identity.”91
By September 22 over 120 east Germans had sought refuge on the
grounds of the FRG Embassy in Warsaw and over 900 had done so in
Prague. Unsanitary conditions forced the Embassy in Warsaw to close.
The non-communist government in Warsaw announced that East
Germans would not be forced to return to the GDR. The hard-line
communist government in Prague, in contrast, closed its border with
Hungary to east Germans attempting to escape.
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Still in convalescent care, Honecker reasserted command from his
sickbed. He authorized negotiations with Bonn to resolve the situation
in the FRG embassies in Warsaw and Prague. Genscher also pressed
Shevardnadze, who showed some understanding for the situation and
agreed to press East German Foreign Minister Oskar Fischer and
Czech Foreign Minister Jaromir Johanes for a “quick solution” for the
embassy refugees. In the end, East Berlin agreed to let the refugees
head west in special trains on the condition that they pass through the
GDR, from which they would be formally “expelled” for disloyalty—an
empty face-saving gesture.92
The solution to the refugee problem in Warsaw and Prague had also
been preceded by contacts between Kohl and Gorbachev. Gorbachev
let the East Germans know that he would not go to East Berlin to
attend ceremonies marking the 40th anniversary of the GDR, which
were to take place little more than one week away, if there were the
danger of his being implicated in the refugee drama. He had already
had that experience during his June visit to China, which had been
eclipsed by pro-democracy demonstrations in Tiananmen Square and
their brutal suppression soon thereafter. Gorbachev told his aides that
he was “disgusted” with Honecker’s “inept” handling of the refugee
issue.93
To Honecker’s horror, the refugee drama did not end. As soon as
the refugees had left the embassies in Warsaw and Prague, thousands
more arrived. Despite efforts by the Czech police to seal off the West
German embassy grounds after the last refugees had left for the West,
by the very next evening another 350 seeking to escape had arrived in
Prague. In Warsaw another 200 arrived. The very next day, October
3, over 3000 refugees had again ensconced themselves on the embassy grounds in Prague. Hundreds more stormed the embassy grounds
during the afternoon.
Honecker again agreed to allow all the refugees to leave yet at the
same time slapped a visa requirement on GDR citizens seeking to travel to Czechoslovakia, the last country to which East German citizens
could travel freely. In 1988 more than 4 million East Germans had vacationed in Czechoslovakia and several millions more crossed the border regularly on business. Although East German authorities called the
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ban a “temporary measure,” it appeared to foreshadow a longer-term
crackdown.
The Wall was now complete--to the East and the West. The country
that called itself a democratic republic had finally become a prison for
its people.
The situation had become dramatic. In a series of secret meetings
in the fall of 1989, officials tasked with monitoring the GDR’s economic health had come to a stunning conclusion. The regime’s rosy
public presentations of GDR economic strength belied the fact that
export targets had not been met since 1982, and if the target was not
met for the current fiscal year, the GDR would “become insolvent already in 1989.” In 1988 the GDR’s entire national income increased
by only 11 billion east marks, whereas the interest payments alone on
the state’s Western debt were DM 5 billion—the equivalent of 20 billion east marks.94 Yet consumed by domestic political upheaval, neither
Honecker nor his top lieutenants responded to these warnings.

“He Who Comes Too Late Will Be Punished By Life”
Buffeted by internal pressures, the Honecker regime was now to
receive another twist of the screw from its patron power, the Soviet
Union.
For Mikhail Gorbachev, the GDR had been transformed from the
bastion to the ballast of socialism. Arriving for the GDR’s 40th anniversary on October 7, Gorbachev was determined to give his East German
hosts a clear message.
Honecker clearly was wary of the visit. On his motorcade route into
the center of East Berlin, Gorbachev was greeted only by thin lines
of selected welcomers waving plastic East German and Soviet flags
that had been issued for the occasion. After attending a ceremony in
memory of Soviet war dead and victims of the Nazis at Treptow Park,
Gorbachev moved into a nearby crowd. “The Berliners welcomed
Gorbachev as a savior,” Shevardnadze later remarked. He was quickly
surrounded by cries of “Gorbi! Gorbi” and “We are staying here!”
“Don’t panic. Don’t get depressed,” he replied reassuringly. “We’ll
go on together, fighting for socialism. Be patient.” Throughout his visit
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Gorbachev remained a model of public diplomacy and outward courtesy. Asked whether he thought the situation in the GDR was dangerous,
he replied, “Alongside our problems in the Soviet Union, there is no
comparison. Perestroika would not have begun if it had been suggested
to us from outside.” And then in a carefully worded message he was to
repeat throughout his visit, he proclaimed, “I think that dangers exist
only for those who don’t grasp the situation, those who don’t react to
life. We know our German friends have the ability to learn from life, to
make changes.” In response to questions by Western reporters, he said
“whoever picks up the impulses generated by society and shapes his
policies accordingly should have no fear of difficulties.”95
Honecker and Gorbachev then proceeded to East Berlin’s Palace of
the Republic, where they were scheduled to give major speeches marking the 40th anniversary. Each speech was the subject of intense speculation. Would Honecker now use the occasion, with Gorbachev at his
side, to signal that reforms would be undertaken, that the message of
the streets and from Moscow, Budapest and Warsaw had been heard?
The answer was a resounding Nein. In a speech full of empty slogans
and self-congratulatory phrases, Honecker addressed none of the serious challenges facing his regime. As thousands streamed out of the
country and as massive demonstrations and violent altercations erupted
outside the Palace of the Republic, Honecker spoke of a “trusting discussion in the cities and the countryside.”96
Honecker’s dismal performance outraged the East German population as well as members of the party itself. It was another example
that the GDR had been transformed, in Schabowski’s words, “from the
bastion of Marxism-Stalinism to the bastion of Marxism-Senilism.”97
Modrow added bitterly that “there was never a more unrealistic and
hypocritical speech in the GDR as Honecker’s address.”98 The speech
served to convince other SED senior leaders that Honecker had completely lost touch with reality and that changes at the top were imperative if an explosion was to be avoided.99
Gorbachev then stepped to the podium. In clear, measured tones, he
stressed the challenges and necessities of reforms throughout the socialist world. He referred directly to Ronald Reagan’s appeal two years
earlier to tear down the Berlin Wall without explicitly rejecting it. He
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stressed the sovereignty of the GDR, but by so doing sought to distance himself from the Wall:
One has even heard the call: Let the USSR remove the Berlin
Wall! Then we will at last believe in its peaceful intentions...our
Western partners must proceed on the understanding that matters
affecting the GDR are decided not in Moscow, but in Berlin.

Gorbachev’s statement not only underscored East German sovereignty, it made the point that the rules of the game had changed: the
East Germans were on their own and could not count on the Soviets to bail them out. Gorbachev had pulled the plug on the East German leadership, leaving them little choice but to embark on a reform
course. Standing only a few blocks from the Wall, Gorbachev promised
that as East-West rapprochement progressed, “all walls of enmity, estrangement, and distrust between Europeans will fall.” The speech was
a careful yet clear rebuke of the Honecker regime and an appeal for
reforms in the GDR.100
Gorbachev repeated his message more bluntly the next morning in a
tense one-on-one talk with Honecker in Niederschönhausen Palace.101
This was followed by a meeting with the Politburo in which Gorbachev
again pressed for change. He appealed both to the gerontocratic leadership’s incessant hunger for legitimacy as well as their deeply rooted feelings of superiority vis-a-vis their Eastern allies. “The German
Democratic Republic is our primary partner and ally,” Gorbachev proclaimed. It was precisely East Germany’s economic success, he argued,
that would “permit you to restructure more easily.” He then pressed
home the point:
I can assure you it is not an easy thing to pass a resolution regarding political changes...Courageous times await you, courageous
resolutions are required...a good deal of sausage and bread is not
everything. People then demand a new atmosphere, more oxygen,
a new breath, particularly for the socialist order…A human being
needs the appropriate material conditions, but at the same time
he needs the corresponding intellectual atmosphere in society. I
believe it is very important not to miss the moment and to pass up
any chance…If we remain behind, life will punish us immediately.
Our experiences and the experiences of Poland and Hungary have
convinced us: if the Party does not react to life, it is condemned.
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In his response, Honecker directly rebuked Gorbachev’s admonition for change, stubbornly reiterating yet again his time-worn litany
of self-congratulatory praises. He even went so far as to cite Friedrich Engels’ remarks at the grave of Karl Marx, “where,” according to
Honecker, “he is known to have said that man first needs something
to eat, to clothe himself, and to live. As he said this he of course did
not underestimate the intellectual problems that we have to solve even
today.” The SED, concluded Honecker, had already chosen the correct
answer: “to continue the policy of continuity and renewal...we are the
party of innovators.”102
After Honecker was finished, he looked around the room. Everyone was silent. Gorbachev quietly looked up and down the table. Finally, he turned to one of his Soviet colleagues, uttering nothing more
than an incredulous “Tsss!” and, with a final, piercing glance into the
lifeless faces of the Politburo, abruptly stood up and marched out of
the room.103
That night, as the Leipzig Thomas Church’s Men’s Choir sang
Bach’s cantate Frieden sei im Lande for the assembled dignitaries in East
Berlin’s Palace of the Republic, 3,000 people on the other side of the
Spree river chanted “We are the people!” and “Gorbi, help!” Reality
and façade stood face to face. The regime wanted to celebrate 40 years
of the GDR; the people want to celebrate 200 years of the storming of
the Bastille. As the rulers sought to demonstrate the achievements of
socialism in East Berlin, the ruled preferred to demonstrate for “Democracy, now or never!” in Berlin, Leipzig, Plauen, Jena, Potsdam,
Karl-Marx-Stadt, Magdeburg, Ilmenau, Arnstadt, and other cities in
the largest demonstrations to that point since 1953.
As the Stasi beat down the demonstrators and the melee on the
streets turned ugly, Gorbachev left the official festivities directly for
the airport. Back in Moscow, he declared on Soviet television that
he had found many “fiery supporters of perestroika” in the GDR. To
underscore Gorbachev’s anger and impatience, Gennady Gerasimov
repeated Gorbachev’s phrase that “he who comes too late will be punished by life.”104
Despite the regime’s escalating use of force, over the next two days
protesters chanting “Gorbi, Gorbi” and “Democracy, now or never” demonstrated across the GDR. Tensions peaked on October 9 in
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Leipzig. Faced with tens of thousands of demonstrators, in the end the
regime backed down from its threatened use of force. Various Soviet
sources have stated that the Kremlin had issued a directive to General
Snetkov, Commander of the Western Group of Soviet Forces, not to
intervene in such events under any circumstances. Military units were
to remain in their garrisons and not engage in any military exercises;
military personnel and their families were not to leave their military installations—a clear sign that the renunciation of the Brezhnev Doctrine
was real, not rhetorical.105
The weight in the Politburo had clearly shifted away from Honecker’s hard line. On October 13 the National Defense Council issued
Secret Order 9/89, which explicitly prohibited the use of deadly force
against the demonstrators.106 The same day, all the demonstrators who
had been arrested were released. The regime also agreed that the approximately 1,000 refugees in the West German embassy in Warsaw
would be allowed to leave for the West, without the previous stipulation that they travel over GDR territory.107
On October 17 Honecker was deposed and replaced by Egon Krenz,
who immediately announced prospects for more liberalized travel regulations, more open media and a more self-critical discussion of domestic problems with broader elements of society. Krenz quickly demonstrated, however, that he was less reformer than renovator—certainly
not the Mikhail Gorbachev of East Germany. He continued to seek to
control the pace of change while maintaining the leading role of the
party and isolating democratic opposition groups. Krenz’s glimmers of
glasnost reflected no overarching plan for a viable socialist GDR; they
simply reflected his attempt to buy time and find alternative channels
of control. True pluralistic reforms were equated in his mind with the
end of the GDR as a separate country; a reformed GDR would have no
inner rationale to distinguish itself from West Germany.
Krenz’s promises of reform, however, did little to mollify popular
fury. Throughout the rest of October and early November hundreds
of thousands of people from across the GDR marched peacefully to
demand democracy and free elections, ending the power monopoly of
the communist party, legalizing independent political groups, tearing
down the Berlin Wall, and committing to the rule of law and freedom
of the press. Notably, there were no calls for reunification.108
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Meanwhile, on October 23, Shevardnadze again declared that the
Soviet Union recognized freedom of choice for all countries, including those in the Warsaw Pact. Two days later, Soviet Foreign Ministry
spokesman Gennady Gerasimov declared that the Brezhnev Doctrine
had been exchanged for a new and far more humorous doctrine. “You
know the Frank Sinatra song ‘My Way’?” he asked stunned reporters.
“Hungary and Poland are doing it their way. We now have the Sinatra
Doctrine.”109
By mid-October, Krenz’s economic advisers now presented him with
truly devastating news: the GDR was essentially bankrupt. “Stopping
the debt alone,” they concluded, “would require a reduction in living standards in 1990 of 25 to 30 percent and would make the GDR
ungovernable.” The only way out, they contended, was “fundamental change” toward a “socialist planned economy oriented to market
conditions,” coupled with a grand German-German bargain in which
Bonn would provide a DM 3 billion credit in exchange for a pledge by
East Berlin that “the conditions could be created still in this century to
render the nature of the border between the two German states, as it
exists today, superfluous.”110 GDR emissaries held confidential discussions with West German officials in Bonn to see what the West Germans might be prepared to give the East German regime in exchange
for greater political liberties in the GDR and “de facto unlimited travel
between the two German states.” On October 26 Krenz pitched the
deal to Helmut Kohl personally in a phone call. Kohl was noncommittal; West German officials felt that Krenz’s negotiating position was
weakening by the day.111
On November 1 Krenz flew to Moscow to consult with Gorbachev.
The Soviet leader had little sympathy for the GDR’s problems. Honecker had believed himself to be “the number one in socialism, even in
the world,” Gorbachev exclaimed. “He no longer saw what was really
happening.” Gorbachev also harbored deep doubts that Krenz would
be able to pull the GDR out of chaos. His advisors viewed Krenz as a
“transitional solution,” and preferred Hans Modrow or even Markus
Wolf, the long-time head of the GDR’s intelligence services.112
Krenz knew of Gorbachev’s doubts, yet he was reluctant to embrace
the Soviet leader’s admonition to “get rid of any unnecessary problems that hinder you,” perhaps because he understood quite well what
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the full consequences would be. The party was prepared “to look the
truth in the eye,” Krenz said unconvincingly. He was afraid that if the
full truth about the desolate economic situation was revealed, “it could
unleash a shock with devastating consequences.” 113 Gorbachev himself was unnerved by Krenz’s depiction of the GDR’s economic woes,
particularly since the GDR was Moscow’s largest trading partner, and
Gorbachev was consumed by the Soviet Union’s own economic challenges.
The two discussed East Berlin’s relations with Bonn. Krenz indicated that he was considering further opening of travel opportunities
for GDR citizens, but only if they had a passport, a visa, and could
demonstrate they could pay for their travel. Gorbachev responded that
extensive contacts between the people in both German states could not
be prevented, one simply had to be able to control and channel them.114
This was precisely the goal behind a new travel regulation that the
GDR authorities were drafting.115 The regime touted it as a comprehensive revision; the reality was that those seeking to travel would still
need to apply for permission, they would still need a passport (which
most citizens did not have), and the government could still deny applications for a range of opaque reasons.
An initial version of the draft law was released on November 6. The
public denunciation was thunderous. The legal committee of the East
German parliament, normally a rubber-stamp for party decisions, took
the unusual step of rejecting the law. Bewildered, the regime attempted
to focus on the most urgent question: that of emigration.
On November 7 GDR Foreign Minister Oskar Fischer met in East
Berlin with Soviet Ambassador Vyacheslav Kochemasov and his deputy Igor Maximychev, informing them that the regime was considering a new exit, or hole, on the German-German border (not in Berlin,
which was subject to Four-Power control) to facilitate emigration by
East Germans to West Germany without them having to go through
Czechoslovakia. Fischer asked for Soviet “opinion” on the plan.
The Soviet embassy concluded that what it called the “hole variant” was simply a further example of Krenz’s weakness and confusion.
Kochemasov reached Shevardnadze, who responded that if Krenz
thought such a solution was possible, Moscow would probably not reg-
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ister objections. He told Kochemasov, however, that the Foreign Ministry in Moscow should still review the idea—after the major Soviet
holidays of November 7 and 8—before giving Krenz an official reply.116
The same day, East German emissary Alexander Schalck-Golodkowski met with officials in Bonn in an attempt to secure more than 10
billion DM in exchange for a vague promise to open the Wall.117 West
German officials demurred. Kohl had a different bargain in mind. On
November 8, he announced to the West German Bundestag that if the
GDR government wanted Bonn’s support, it would have to agree to
free elections.
As of the morning of November 9, Krenz had still not heard back
from Moscow. Meanwhile, four mid-level officials from the GDR Interior Ministry and the Ministry for State Security formulated yet another draft travel law, this time addressing not only permanent emigration but also temporary travel, and not only between the GDR and
the FRG, but also, fatefully to “Berlin (West).” This addition, which
was initiated without any consultation with the Soviet embassy or with
Moscow, clearly circumvented Soviet and Four-Power authority over
all of Berlin, a prerogative the Soviets guarded jealously. While the
draft law still required would-be travelers to apply and receive permission to leave, it also stated that the new regulations would come into
effect “right away.” A press release announcing the next draft law was
embargoed for November 10 at 4:00 am.
Later that day, unaware of the new draft law, the wording of which
rendered the “hole variant” obsolete, and having been unable to reach
Shevardnadze, Kochemasov was able to find Deputy Foreign Minister
Ivan Aboimov, who told him to inform the East Berlin Politburo to
proceed with the “hole variant.” Armed with the group of four’s text,
which he did not read thoroughly enough to understand its significance, and with what he thought was Moscow’s approval of the decision represented by the text, even though Soviet approval was for the
now-superseded “hole variant,” Krenz pushed the document through
the Politburo and the central committee that afternoon. He then told
Politburo member Günter Schabowski to read the press release at his
evening press conference. Schabowski also simply glanced over the text
without comprehending its true meaning, fumbling through the text at
the press conference. Bewildered journalists couldn’t believe what they
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heard. When would this new regulation take effect? Schabowski again
rummaged through his papers and then gave his historic reply: “As far
as I am aware it goes into effect right away, without delay.”118 The run
on the Wall had begun.
The Berlin Wall was breached suddenly and peacefully late in the
night of November 9 without Soviet knowledge, participation or intervention. The Soviet embassy was furious that the travel law included Berlin, which treaded on Soviet authority for the city, yet Soviet
diplomats remained passive observers as thousands poured across the
open Wall from East to West Berlin.119 The Soviet Ambassador slept
through the night; the deputy ambassador decided against informing
Moscow. Krenz waited until the morning of November 10 to inform
Gorbachev of the events. He claimed that things were under control,
and that only East Germans who had passports and who had applied
for and received a visa were being let out, even though masses of people without documents had gone back and forth across the now-open
barrier at will.120
Writing in his diary, Gorbachev confidante Anatoly Chernyaev captured the moment. When “the Berlin Wall fell,” he wrote, “a whole
era of the socialist system ended.” It meant “the end of Yalta, the finale
for the Stalinist legacy,” and the “overcoming of Hitler’s Germany.”121

Into the Vacuum Steps Helmut Kohl
“My God, someone has put us in a real mess!” Krenz complained on
November 10, only hours after the first East Berliners had crossed over
to West Berlin.122 As the Wall crumbled, so too did the East German
communist party’s chances to revitalize itself. The regime had botched
one of the greatest opportunities imaginable to demonstrate that it was
committed to real reforms, and had forfeited its chance at a grand bargain with Bonn, as Krenz’s economic advisers had urged. The party was
in free fall.
On November 13 Hans Modrow—touted as the Gorbachev of the
GDR—was pulled out of provincial exile in Dresden, named successor
to Willi Stoph as Chairman of the Council of Ministers, and tasked
with building a new government. Modrow’s subsequent actions belied his reformist rhetoric, however. His half-hearted attempts at re-
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form were doomed from the beginning. Something fundamental had
occurred. The party had proven unable to convince the east German
people not only that the government seriously intended to implement
reforms, but that an East German raison d’etre still remained. Honecker’s carefully cultivated image of the GDR as the one country where
socialism had actually produced exploded in a matter of days amidst
a string of revelations detailing the extent of the country’s insolvent
financial situation, repressed inflation, price distortions, uncompetitive industries, scarce consumer goods and widespread environmental
degradation. Ordinary east Germans who had previously half-believed
government propaganda about socialist economic success were given a
severe jolt. The quickly deteriorating situation further robbed many of
the hope that they could improve their lives under communism or “improvable socialism,” accelerating demands for unification and fueling
the continued exodus abroad, as 2,000 people a day fled the country.123
East German opposition groups were also caught flat-footed by
the opening of the Wall. Having pushed the people into the streets,
the East German opposition now began to follow rather than lead the
spontaneous, angry revolt from below.
With the SED and the opposition in disarray, the mood quickly
changed among the Monday marchers on East German streets. On
Monday, November 13 a single placard calling for “Reunification!” was
lost among the sea of slogans in Leipzig demanding “Free elections
now!” and a variety of other political reforms.124 Yet only one week
later a new message rang out in the political void. In deafening chorus
hundreds of thousands chanted “Germany united Fatherland,” a phrase
from the GDR anthem that had been banned since 1974. The banner
cry of the revolution, “We are the people,” was suddenly transformed
into “We are one people!” The East German people had jumped on the
roller coaster of unification.
West German political leaders, alarmed by the intensity of East German anger, were increasingly concerned that the peaceful revolution
could turn violent. Politicians urged caution, but the demand for unification threatened to drown out all other voices.
Beyond stuttering steps toward intensified collaboration on practical
issues, however, Bonn had no plan, secret or otherwise, to cope with
the situation that West German politicians always said they wanted but
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in reality had not thought about seriously for years: the unification of
Germany. In part this was because eager pursuit of such a goal would
have raised the suspicions of Germany’s neighbors in the East as well
as in the West, and also because there seemed to be no realistic prospect of even visible progress toward that end. As a result, West German politicians made ritual proclamations about unity while assuring
the world that the Federal Republic, unlike the Germanys of the past,
would never go it alone or even do much to bring about unification.
Policymakers concentrated on small steps to alleviate the lot of their
oppressed countrymen.125
Now all this changed. Into the vacuum stepped Helmut Kohl, whose
10-point plan outlined a path to unification that forever changed the
context of the East German revolution.
While Kohl was convinced that German-German reassociation was
now inevitable, he was anxious that the number of East Germans deserting the GDR for the West might swell to millions, incapacitating
the East and sowing chaos and resentment in the West. He was worried that the so far heroically disciplined East German marchers on
the streets might get carried away by frustration, provoke the Soviet
Union, and spark a dangerous and unpredictable confrontation. He
was also concerned that the Bush-Gorbachev summit meeting at Malta
might take up the German Question without any Germans at the table.
He thus sought an approach that would establish himself as the navigator of German unity by channeling the revolutionary energies in the
East in such a way that the historic opportunity that had now appeared
would not be squandered by popular chaos or fears, and preempting
any possible moves by the Four Powers that might impinge on German
interests.126
The opportunity came at the end of November. In this atmosphere
of anxiety and uncertainty in the face of growing unrest, Kohl’s national security advisor, Horst Teltschik, met on November 21 with Nikolai
Portugalov, a German expert in charge of the Soviet Central Committee’s department responsible for international relations. Krenz would
not survive the party congress in December, Portugalov ventured, and
would be replaced by Hans Modrow. He handed Teltschik a paper in
which the Soviets aligned themselves with the changes in the GDR
and, in a bit of revisionist analysis, declared that ever since the “dawn of
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perestroika” they knew the situation in the GDR would have to develop
in this way. At the same time, they expressed their concern about the
galloping dynamic in German-German relations.127
“On the German question we are considering all possibilities, even
quasi-unthinkable alternatives,” Portugalov told Teltschik. He could
even imagine the Soviet Union giving a “green light” to a “German
confederation.” Teltschik was, in his words, “electrified.” He immediately suggested to Kohl that a speech outlining realistic and workable
step-by-step plan for unification be prepared for the Chancellor to give
during the Bundestag’s budget debate the following week. If the Chancellor did not present such a plan soon, Teltschik argued, rival parties
would beat him to the punch. Kohl quickly agreed.
To secure the optimal surprise effect, the initiative was kept under
wraps. During the weekend of November 24 and 25 an internal working group developed a ten-point plan charting a course via confederal
mechanisms between the two German toward an eventual German federation embedded in European structures.128
Then, without warning to most of his party compatriots, his coalition partners, his allies in the West, or his neighbors in the East, Kohl
stepped to the podium of the Bundestag on November 28 and outlined
a ten-point plan for German-German cooperation based on an “ever
closer network of agreements in all areas and on all levels.” He was
cautious not to give any timetables, and emphasized that such a process would have to proceed in harmony with broader European events.
“The development of inter-German relations remains embedded in the
pan-European process and in East-West relations,” he declared. “The
future architecture of Germany must fit in with the future all-European architecture.”129
Nonetheless, the speech awaked hopes by some, and concerns by
others, that German unity was now a real possibility. Despite its many
caveats, the speech surprised and alarmed Germany’s neighbors. It
also omitted any reference to German borders. The joy with which
non-Germans viewed East German advances was tempered with concern about the pace of change and the uncertain direction in which it
was heading. Kohl’s speech exposed this raw nerve.
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The harshest reaction to the galloping pace of German developments came from Moscow. The initial Soviet reaction to the opening
of the Wall was muted. Gorbachev instructed the Soviet ambassador
to the GDR, Kochemasov, not to interfere and told the GDR leadership to ensure a “peaceful transition”—a signal that there would be
no repeat of the events of June 17, 1953 or the bloody suppression in
Tiananmen Square.130 Soviet spokesman Gennady Gerasimov repeated
his “Frank Sinatra Doctrine” and hinted that the Soviet Union would
accept a non-communist government in the GDR as long as the GDR
remained a member of the Warsaw Pact, as had non-communist Poland. He dismissed the question of unification as “groundless gossip”
and warned against “recarving the boundaries of postwar Europe.” Soviet officials warned that Moscow would not tolerate the demise of its
“strategic ally.”131
Gorbachev reformers were concerned that the breakneck pace of
change in Germany could overwhelm efforts by GDR authorities to
retain political control of the situation. They feared that Soviet forces could be drawn into the turmoil and that Gorbachev’s position at
home could be undermined. Just as Kohl was about to speak to a mass
assembly in Berlin on November 10, the Soviet ambassador in Bonn,
Kvitzinsky, phoned Kohl’s adviser Teltschik to relay a message from
Gorbachev, who called on the Chancellor to ensure that “chaos” not
be allowed to erupt at such a delicate time.132 Kohl and Gorbachev
spoke by phone the next day. Change in Eastern Europe was unfolding much faster than had been expected, said Gorbachev. Each country
must proceed at its own pace; the GDR would require time to implement its reforms. There was no threat or warning, only the request
to let prudence prevail.133 While Gorbachev’s call reassured Kohl that
Moscow would not interfere in the internal developments in the GDR,
it also underscored the Kremlin’s concern that events could spin out of
control. Shevardnadze, who had been receiving reports warning that
the situation in Berlin was quite dangerous, asked Genscher directly
about the situation by phone. Genscher replied that while there was
certainly a crush of people visiting the West, the situation was peaceful
and under control.134
Although the Kremlin had been engaged in “new thinking” on Germany’s future, it was not yet prepared for a historic reversal of Germany’s division. In Gorbachev’s view, long-overdue reforms in the GDR
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were intended to save East Germany, not undermine it; the opening
of the Wall, if managed properly, would stabilize German division,
not end it. But ordinary East Germans, Poles, Czechs and Hungarians
were teaching Gorbachev a lesson he would eventually be compelled
to learn at home as well—that the forces of democracy, once released,
could escape the party’s guiding hand and take off down avenues of
their own choosing. The breathtaking collapse of the GDR was particularly shocking. Despite many differences, what united Gorbachev,
the Krenz/Modrow leadership and most of the East German opposition was their overestimation of the capacity of “improvable socialism”
to sustain the second German state. Their earlier notions of reform
were all predicated on change within socialism. Events forced them to
realize that freedom of choice could also mean the freedom to reject
socialism.135
Nonetheless, in the weeks following the opening of the Wall, the
internal battle in Moscow raged on. On November 16 the Krenz regime received a written set of recommendations from Moscow as to
how to proceed following the fall of the Wall. The so-called “non-paper” praised the fall of the Wall as a “bold and significant action” that
demonstrated that the party leadership not only understood the situation but was committed to overcome the growing alienation between
the populace and the government. It recommended that Krenz take
the high road and characterize the opening of the Wall as a humanitarian decision grounded in respect for human rights. At the same time,
the document reiterated the standard Soviet position: “Any attempts to
exploit the situation to try to force the reunification of Germany or to
revise the territorial order in Europe will unquestionably be doomed to
fail.” A precondition for closer cooperation with West was “Unconditional recognition of the existence of two German states as a factor of
stability in Europe.” It warned that “attempts to put the unification of
Germany on the current political agenda and to negate the existence
of the sovereign socialist state GDR not only affect the interests of the
citizens of both German states but also the extremely sensitive security
interests of the entire European continent.” It affirmed that the GDR
could expect continued Soviet support for this position.136
The non-paper, which exemplified both a traditional Soviet view
of its interests regarding Germany as well as its foreign policy dilemma—as Ambassador Kochemasov told West Berlin Governing Mayor
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Walter Momper, Moscow did not want to “occupy” the GDR “a second time”—was one of the last examples of the classical mechanisms
through which the Soviet leadership sought to influence the East German communist party. But it also revealed how far behind the political
curve Moscow was. The pace of events in eastern Germany was being
set on the streets, and the world was racing to catch up.
Another example that Gorbachev had yet to embrace any change in
position regarding the two German states came in a message from him
to Egon Krenz on November 24. In that message, which was intended to foreshadow his discussions with U.S. President Bush in Malta,
Gorbachev indicated that he was ready to move ahead with significant
arms reductions, but reiterated the standard Soviet position that such
efforts would only be possible if “the foundations of European stability
are maintained and strengthened,” that “existing borders” could not be
questioned, and no “territorial claims” could be allowed, because those
were the causes of the two world wars. “Peace in Europe,” he wrote,
“will last as long as this Pandora’s box remains closed.” He then went
on to state that the “existence and development of the GDR was and
is an extremely important underpinning for the European equilibrium,
for peace and international stability.”137
Only two weeks after the opening of the Wall, key Soviet reformers
had already given a conditional yes to unification. They argued that the
Soviet Union was not in a position to prevent it and could actually use
the unification process to harness German energies to propel Soviet
reforms. Soviet officials began to call for the transformation rather than
the dissolution of the blocs. They started to view the German Question as the lever by which they could pry open the rigid bloc structures
toward pan-European security arrangements based on the CSCE.138
But there were reservations. Kohl’s 10-point plan convinced many
in Moscow that Bonn was steering East German developments in a
nationalist direction and proscribing the nature and pace of reform.
They were genuinely worried about a revival of extreme right-wing
activities in Germany and about German attitudes toward the Polish
border. Most importantly from their point of view, loose German talk
about quick unification would play into the hands of the conservative
Soviet opposition. For the dogmatists the GDR had become legend: a
model for the viability and effectiveness of a disciplined socialist econ-
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omy. The shock of Honecker’s removal, the fall of the Wall, the arrest
of Politburo members and the abolition of the security apparatus by
their German communist comrades sparked a conservative revolt. Elements of the Soviet bureaucracy and the army launched a fierce attack
on Gorbachev and Shevardnadze for having “lost” Eastern Europe.139
The Soviets, deeply concerned over the course of events, called for
a Four-Power meeting with the three Western allies—a not-so-subtle
signal to Bonn that the still-occupying powers were not to be disregarded or neglected.140

The Four React
The rapidity of change within East Germany not only caught the
Germans by surprise, it stunned the Four Allied powers who retained
rights and responsibilities for all of Germany resulting from their victory in World War II. More than 40 years later, the formal legal framework of the German Question had not changed since the wartime allies
split over Germany’s future between 1945 and 1947. Since Cold War
animosities had overwhelmed efforts, envisioned at the 1945 Potsdam
Conference, to conclude a peace treaty with Germany, the four powers
still reserved rights and responsibilities for “Germany as a whole,” its
borders and a peace settlement, despite the creation in 1949 of two
separate German states. These rights represented the legal basis of the
Four Power role in the negotiations leading to unification.141
The initial assumptions in the White House was that unification,
though perhaps inevitable, would—and should—unfold gradually.142
Scowcroft said that Krenz was “buying time for himself, and for the
system.” He saw no reason yet to presume that either Moscow or East
Berlin would allow the east German people to “go their own way and
take the state with them.” He could not imagine that Gorbachev would
allow the GDR to leave the Warsaw Pact. “The basic reality,” he said,
“East Germany as a Communist state within the Soviet sphere—hasn’t
changed and probably won’t change.”143
American concerns appeared justified by the initial Soviet response
to the opening of the Wall. Gorbachev sent a message to the other
three leaders in which he endorsed the leadership change in the GDR
but cautioned against any Western attempt to exploit the situation.
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Events in Germany were moving at such breakneck speed, Gorbachev
warned, that they could still become violent or spin out of control. He
repeated his standard line that history had dictated there be two Germanys. He suggested urgent consultations and insisted on being part
of any forthcoming decision-making process. “This guy’s really upset,
isn’t he?” Bush said after reading Gorbachev’s note. After consulting
European allies, Bush sent back a vague reply, emphasizing the importance of German self-determination but not, at this point, accepting
the Soviet demand for a role in decision-making.144
Soviet attitudes toward unification were also colored by Moscow’s
changing relationship with Washington. The Malta summit began only
four days after Kohl announced his 10-point plan. On the eve of the
conclave, Gerasimov’s lighthearted quip about a progression of historic
events “from Yalta to Malta” contrasted sharply with Kohl’s stern admonition that Malta could not be a “status quo summit.” Kohl sought
to assure both superpowers that the tremendous changes underway in
the GDR would neither result in chaos nor in West German attempts
to exploit the situation to seek unification “unilaterally.” He asked Bush
to support his policy when the President met with Gorbachev. Bush
was careful to reassure those Europeans who were concerned that Moscow and Washington might cut a deal to decide Europe’s fate that there
would be “no Yalta at Malta.”145
Opening the summit in the midst of a raging storm on board the
Soviet ship Maxim Gorky, Bush expressed support for perestroika and
disclosed a variety of initiatives intended to aid Gorbachev, including
faster track arms control proposals and U.S. willingness to begin negotiations on trade and investment treaties. In all, 19 initiatives were
proposed, partially with the German situation in mind. The U.S.
would not exploit Soviet weakness, Bush told Gorbachev. He also
tried to persuade the Soviet leader that German unity within Western
security structures would be in Soviet interests. Little progress was
made on this point. “We have inherited two Germanys from history,”
Gorbachev replied. “History created this problem, and history will
have to solve it.” Adopting what he had been told was Bush’s favorite
word, he said, “Where the question of Germany is concerned, I have
a prudent and cautious policy.” Shevardnadze told Baker during their
separate talks that there was “deep unease” within his government
about German unification and West German ambitions to regain ter-
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ritory lost at the end of the war, a point underscored in Gorbachev’s
private talk with Bush.146 Nonetheless, the U.S. delegation believed
that Gorbachev remained open to further developments on the German question.147
The new era of Soviet-American relations being charted off of Malta had profound implications for developments in Germany. Whenever the superpowers clashed during the Cold War, the Germans found
their margin for maneuver squeezed. A much more cooperative Soviet-American relationship, in turn, was not only likely to facilitate a
more forthcoming Soviet approach to developments in Germany, it
was likely to free German policy options vis-à-vis both Washington
and Moscow.
The day after the NATO Summit Genscher flew to Moscow where
he received a tongue-lashing from Gorbachev and Shevardnadze for
events in Germany. Both rejected Kohl’s 10-point plan as a “Diktat;”
Gorbachev called it an attempt to “annex the GDR.”148
On December 4 Gorbachev briefed Warsaw Pact allies on his meeting with Bush. Gorbachev was critical of Kohl’s proposal for a German-German confederation. Such a confederation would mean a common defense, common foreign policy, common armed forces. Would
this confederation be in NATO or in the Warsaw Pact? Or did it mean
a neutral Germany? He said that nothing good could come of Kohl’s
“immature” idea except more tensions and greater instability.149
Soviet alarm over developments in the GDR reached such a peak
that it placed some military forces in the GDR on a higher alert status
out of concern for safety of Soviet bases and nuclear weapons depots.150
The primary fear of the Soviet leadership was that German political
leaders might take advantage of the street-driven chaos in East Germany to engineer unification as a fait accompli without any regard to
Soviet interests. If such a situation were to develop, Gorbachev told
Mitterrand in Kiev on December 6, “there would be a two-line report
that a Marshall had taken over my position.”151
This did not mean, however, that Gorbachev objected in principle to
unification. Gorbachev had in fact already conducted a radical reassessment of the Soviet position, one much more favorable to a gradual and
predictable process of deepening cooperation between the two Ger-
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man states, perhaps even leading to unification, channeled if possible
by the Four Powers and “synchronized” with broader efforts to transform East-West relations in Europe. Humiliation of Germany would
be counterproductive, Gorbachev told Mitterrand. The Germans had
a right to unity, he said. The time had come to develop a framework to
channel the process. Soviet officials underscored this approach. Moscow was not trying to brake German unity, they insisted, but rather
sought “a synchronization between the political relations among the
German states and the parallel development of the renewal of the Helsinki system.”152 The key, they said, was the security arrangements for
Germany. They pushed the new line that the German Question, if controlled, could unlock the entire Cold War alliance confrontation and
lead to new cooperative pan-European structures based on the CSCE.
Behind the scenes Moscow’s hard-line German experts were waging
an all-out bureaucratic war with the group of flexible thinkers who had
been assembled by Shevardnadze, most of whom had far more experience dealing with the United States than with Germany, to determine Moscow’s approach to Germany. Long years of experience with
the legalistic and arcane minutia of the German Question had conditioned the Foreign Ministry’s “Berlin Wall” to stick to an unyielding
position regarding the evolution of the two German states and Four
Power rights in Germany as a whole. The Americanists, on the other
hand, were accustomed to more flexible opening positions that could
be molded and shaped to that “one did not paint oneself into a corner.”
The conflict of styles between the two groups exacerbated more significant conflicts over substance, and contributed to the erratic picture
Moscow presented during most of the unification process.153 Shevardnadze, who was beginning to believe that unification was inevitable,
was concerned that if it came too soon, negative domestic reaction in
the Soviet Union could mean the end of Gorbachev’s reforms.154
Moscow’s fear of chaos in the GDR and its hope for controlled
change prompted the Soviets to urge the UK, France and the United
States to convene an urgent meeting of the Four Powers on December
8. It was the first such meeting since 1972, when they had signed the
Quadripartite Agreement on the status of Berlin. Soviet officials told
their Western counterparts that if the domestic situation in the GDR
erupted into violence, they “would be obliged to use force.” Hard-line
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elements in the military and the KGB were demanding that Moscow
intervene militarily to prevent the collapse of the GDR.
The Four Power meeting turned out to be relatively short on substance, apart from an agreement to stress “the importance of stability.”
Kochemasov welcomed the changes in the GDR yet added that one
had to proceed from the realities of the postwar period, which included
two independent sovereign German states. To question this would endanger stability in Europe for which the Four Powers were responsible.
The Soviet Union was prepared to negotiate Four Power agreements
to contribute to the normalization and improvement of the situation
“in the affected area.” His proposal for regular meetings and the formation of working groups was rejected by the three Western ambassadors,
who said that they were only prepared to speak about Berlin. U.S. Ambassador Vernon Walters stressed that even though the Four retained
legal authority over Berlin as a result of agreements signed by the Allies
after World War II, and that the rights of the Four in Berlin mandated
that they be involved in the unification question, they could not simply
dictate terms of settlement to the Germans. A further meeting was not
agreed upon.155
Uncertainty about Germany’s future security orientation was compounded by the lack of an acceptable framework in which to balance
the German right to self-determination with the right of Germany’s
neighbors to peace and security, all in a Europe in which the Cold War
was rapidly dissolving. Britain, France and the Soviet Union initially
preferred that the Four Powers discuss the future of Germany among
themselves—and not, at first, with the Germans. The British and
French proposed a meeting of the Four alone, to be followed by a conference of the six powers, i.e. Four Plus Two. The Soviets were more
interested in Four Plus Zero. The Germans rejected both. “We don’t
need four midwives” to give birth to unity, snapped Kohl upon hearing
in early January that the Soviets had again approached the Americans
to hold a Four Power meeting to discuss German issues. Eventually all
came around to the U.S. proposal that the Germans had to be in on the
negotiations as equal partners from the start. The idea quickly became
known as “Two Plus Four.”156
Debate on both the internal and external aspects of unity remained
inconclusive until the furious pace of change on the ground in East
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Germany forced the German Question to the forefront of the international agenda. On January 28, 1990, with an average now of 3,000
East Germans a day flocking to the West, Modrow announced that
he was advancing the date of the GDR’s first free elections to March
18, instead of May as originally planned, and would form an interim
government that would include members of the opposition. A unified
Germany now loomed as an imminent certainty.
The collapse of the GDR wrenched Moscow from its preoccupation with its own internal chaos. On January 26, 1990, Gorbachev and
Shevardnadze, meeting with their closest advisors, finally came to the
conclusion that “the reunification of Germany was unavoidable.” They
agreed that the Soviet Union should take the initiative to call a conference among the four powers and the two German states. Contacts with
the East German leadership should be maintained, but Soviet policy on
Germany should also be more “closely coordinated with London and
Paris.” Marshall Akromeyev was asked to examine the question of the
withdrawal of Soviet troops from the GDR.157
Two days after Modrow’s announcement, Gorbachev accepted the
inevitable by signaling publicly his tentative and reluctant acceptance
of unification. “No one casts any doubt upon it,” the Soviet leader told
journalists just before receiving Modrow in the Kremlin. After meeting
Gorbachev, Modrow could only conclude that “the unification of the
two German states is the prospect that now lies before us.”158

The Balancing Act Comes to an End
To the casual outside observer, the German Democratic Republic
may have seemed marginal to the world’s affairs: a small, loyal and repressive satellite of the Soviet Union. In fact, however, the GDR proved
to be pivotal, rather than peripheral, both to the Cold War European
order and the eventual breakdown of that order. As the fulcrum of the
two central issues that had ignited the Cold War in Europe—the future
of Eastern Europe and the German Question—the GDR was the embodiment of Cold War division.
In retrospect, the relative stability of the East German system is as
much in need of explanation as is its sudden and dramatic collapse in
the fall of 1989. Both the Cold War and East-West détente rested in
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part on the question of East German domestic stability. Yet this stability was inherently precarious, because the regime was never regarded
as just and legitimate. To compensate, the regime sought to sustain a
series of delicate balances on three different fronts: to the East, to the
West, and at home. The regime could only advance its authority at
home if guaranteed support from its patron in the East and a modicum
of legitimacy in the West. It could only gain legitimacy in the West by
granting greater freedoms at home and receiving greater latitude within the East. And it could only gain latitude and be ensured of continued
support in the East if it maintained its authority at home and controlled
the destabilizing effects of its relations with the West. The complex,
contradictory and fluid dynamic among these three fronts did much to
shape the evolution of the German Question and the Cold War order
in Europe.
In the end, the regime was unable to sustain this triple balancing
act because of shifting dynamics on each front. After Soviet leaders
had argued for decades that European stability rested on the division
of Germany, Mikhail Gorbachev made the opposite case: stability in
Europe was now endangered by continued European divisions, including those between the Germans. At home, the East German people,
emboldened by the fresh winds coming from Moscow and the rise of
non-communist governments in Eastern Europe, and fearful that their
peaceful, democratic revolution could end badly unless East Germany
was tied quickly and irrevocably to a stable and prosperous democracy,
swept aside the opposition’s dreams of “improvable socialism” in favor
of rapid unification. And West German leaders, particularly Helmut
Kohl, who had neither believed they would experience unification nor
had operational plans to achieve it, seized the historical moment to end
the divisions of Berlin, of Germany and of Europe. As the unification
express sped ahead during the course of 1990, the GDR was becoming
the Gradually Disappearing Republic.

Exiting the Cold War, Entering a New World
On January 17, 1991, Helmut Kohl stood before the Bundestag as
the newly-elected Chancellor of a Germany united in peace and freedom. The main subject of his inaugural address, however, was war.
That very day multinational forces under the leadership of the United
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States launched a fierce “Desert Storm” to reverse Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein’s August 2 invasion of the oil-rich Middle East sheikdom
of Kuwait. The Iraqi crisis built up steam through the late summer
and fall of 1990, but German leaders and the German public remained
riveted on unification and the subsequent all-German election. As a
result, Germans were completely unprepared for the dramatic and violent conflict that now erupted in the Persian Gulf.
For a brief period, the heavens had opened to allow German unity.
They now closed with a thunderous clap. Kohl had gotten “the hay in
the barn” before the storms came, but the sky had now darkened. Only
three days before Desert Storm rumbled, a hail of bullets in the Baltics
killed perestroika as Gorbachev ordered Soviet military forces to stop
Lithuania’s bid for independence. Some weeks earlier, Eduard Shevardnadze suddenly resigned, warning of impending dictatorship and
bloodshed. Gorbachev suddenly appeared to be the sorcerer’s apprentice who, after having unleashed changes of historic scope, now proved
not only unable to contain them but likely to be swept away by them.
“He who comes too late will be punished by life,” Gorbachev once told
Erich Honecker. One abortive putsch later, Gorbachev himself was
forced to resign as republic after republic asserted its independence. By
Christmas Day of 1991, the Soviet Union was no more.
Europe had exited the Cold War. It was now entering a new world.
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